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June 25, 2020 

Commissioner Gia Biagi 
Chicago Department of Transportation 
30 N LaSalle St #1100 
Chicago, IL 60602 

Dear Commissioner Gia Biagi: 

The events of the past few weeks and months have demonstrated the real human impact that a lack of access to quality health 
care, food insecurity, and other disparities along ethnic and racial lines have had on people in our nation and our world. Cities 
once again have been thrust into the forefront of this conversation, grappling with questions about essential transportation in the 
midst of a pandemic. The nature of this crisis is such that staggering numbers of impacted essential workers have emerged as a 
critical frontline workforce, many of whom may be transit dependent and are looking to local governments to provide much 
needed relief in the shape of a vital transportation alternative. Now, at a moment when our public transit systems are running 
below their capacity, we hope to work with the City to alleviate the immediate pressure as a naturally socially distant and safe 
first and last mile connector to transit in Chicago, while working toward increasing access to broader mobility choices in the long-
term. 

Bird is committed and eager for the opportunity to again partner with the City of Chicago to continue advancing efforts to increase 
mobility choices that are accessible, equitable, affordable through a convenient multi-modal transportation system for a region 
that embraces innovation and inclusive entrepreneurship. Together, we will help Chicago foster communities that are sustainable 
and healthy, through initiatives like the OM1! TC7 2050 Compr~flensive._Pla.n... and the commitments laid out in the Chicago G.limate 
Charter. 

Chicago has also been a leader in increasing and diversifying transportation and mobility options. In 2016, Bc.~cing._Magazne. 
named Chicago the "Best Bike City in America." And with riders taking about 7,000 trips a day in the roughly 50 square miles of 
the North, South and West sides, featuring the West Laop during the 2019 shared scooter pilot, the popularity and need for more 
micromobility options is clear. In fact, results from surveys conducted by Bird found that an average of

We're extremely appreciative of Mayor Lightfoot and CDOT's leadership and 
vision in expanding the geographic area and fleet sizes to give providers an opportunity to support the continued diversification of 
transportation choices. 

As the only transportation company to be recognized with the United Nation's 201.8._Global.._Sustainable.._D,eve(opir~ent...Goals 
Award for breaking down barriers and integrating profit with purpose and as a 2020 CE5 Award Product Honoree for Vehicle 
Intelligence and Innovations, Bird has a track record of supporting cities like Chicago that have ambitious and yet we believe 
achievable goals, like the aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) 26-28% by 2025. This is especially critical for Chicago 
communities and residents in neighborhoods ranging from the far South Side to Little Village, Pilsen and McKinley Park on the 
West and Southwest Sides that show higher levels of pollution exposure. 

By awarding Bird a permit to operate in 2019, Chicago gained a dedicated community partner invested in promoting cleaner, 
affordable transportation options. We are heavily invested in educating users on safe riding, ahigh-standard of ADA compliance, 
and connection with local stakeholders who could benefit from the adoption of micromobility. We look forward to partnering with 
key community partners like the Little Village Environmental Justice Organization, Northwest Side Housing Center, Active 
Transportation Alliance, Safer Foundation, Access Living, and others as part our investment in community engagement through 
education, on safety and compliance but also in workforce development and expanded access to important destinations. We are 
also planning for a pilot featuring an adaptive vehicle prototype to support the specific transportation needs for differently abled 
Chicago residents to assess what might be of the greatest benefit in addressing their needs, in a similar approach to we have 
been implementing in San Francisco. 
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As a current board member in good-standing with the North American Bike Share Association (NABSA), Bird is confident in our 
ability to help achieve Chicago's goals of increasing accessibility that have been laid out in the City's Comprehensive Plan. We 
are proud to be a partner in the City's efforts to greatly expand transit equity for all who call Chicago home. And we support the 
City's infrastructure projects prioritizing pedestrians, bike and scooters trips. 

As Chicago continues to redefine transportation in the City by embracing micromobility, Bird will remain an engaged and 
dedicated partner. We offer Chicago the safest, most sustainable and innovative vehicle fleet in the world, as well as industry-
leading technology and products, including and features 
designed to enhance the safety of both our riders and non-riders. 

Bird is excited for the opportunity to continue building on our experience as the originator of the shared e-scooter industry and 
our partnership with the City of Chicago during last year's pilot by helping the city meet the transportation needs of its residents 
and help with the economic recovery due to COVID-19. 

We look forward to the opportunity to continue our partnership with the City of Chicago as we collaborate to build one of the most 
innovative shared mobility programs as part of one of the nation's largest transportation ecosystems. 

Sincerely, 

Maurice A. Henderson II 
Director of Government Partnerships 
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II. Eligibility Criteria to participate in Second Phase Scooter 
Sharing Pilot Program 
~`. ~~mplete App[icatic~n 

i. Applicant Inf~rmatic~n 

A. Business Name Bird Rides, Inc. 

B. Business Phone (866) 205-2442 

C. Contact Person Maurice A. Henderson II 

D. Contact Person Phone 

E. Contact Person Email maurice.hendersonCbird.co 

F. Business Mailing Address 406 Broadway Ave #346, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

=i. ~ r~~r~t~lling ~ers~n's Infgrmation 

A. Full name, residence address, business :This information was previously submitted and is on file with the 
address, business, home and cellular City. 
telephone numbers, and e-mail address; 

B. The name and telephone number of an This information was previously submitted and is on file with the 
emergency contact person; and City. 

C. Date of birth and social security This information was previously submitted and is on file with the 
number. City. 

Bird will launch all scooters from a supporting private property located at 2201 S. Halsted Street, Chicago IL on the 
first day of the pilot. We will ensure we are in compliance with all applicable requirements of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance. Bird has obtained prior written permission from the owner. Please see Appendix O for supporting 
documentation. 

i. provide images, specifications and ~escriptirsrts cif each type of scooter than# it Mans to depia f 
Our vehicle design and engineering is vastly more advanced in comparison to other micromobility companies from 
around the world —enabling us to prioritize the safety of our riders while maximizing device durability for the shared 
use market. 
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Unlike other operators who rely on third-party e-scooters designed for personal, non-shared use, Bird has developed 
a line of proprietary vehicles at our industry leading Research and Development lab in Culver City, CA. Our team of 
engineers and designers come largely from an automotive and aerospace background where every component is 
rigorously tested to ensure the highest quality. Using this combined experience, Bird has developed a sophisticated 

Bird Two 
Bird Two is our third-generation e-scooter and represents an 
unmatched advancement from a city, rider and hardware 
experience. Engineered to meet the demands of the vehicle share 
market, and designed with feedback from city officials, riders and 
experts around the globe, Bird Two is the longest-lasting, most 
durable e-scooter in the industry. And with an

In addition, each Bird Two is compliant with the 
equipment and manufacturing requirements adopted by the United 
States Consumer Product Safety Commission under 16 C.F.R. 
1512 and 625 ILCS 5/11-1517(b) and (c). 
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• ~a! 

Bird One is the culmination of tens of millions of rides, cutting-edge 
product design and engineering, safety certificates and rigorous 
road tests. It is our second proprietary e-scooter, and an Honoree 
in the Vehicle Intelligence &Transportation category at the 2020 
CES Innovation Awards — an annual competition honoring 
outstanding design and engineering in consumer technology 
products. 
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Scooter Specifications 

(i) has no operable pedals. Compliant Compliant 

(ii) is no more than 26 inches wide. Bird Two is 16.9 inches wide. 'Bird One is 18.6 inches wide. 

(iii) weighs less than 100 pounds. `Bird Two weighs 48 pounds. `Bird One weighs 38 pounds. 

(iv) is powered by an electric motor ;Bird Two is powered by an electric 'Bird One is powered by an electric 
that is capable of propelling the motor that is capable of propelling ;motor that is capable of propelling the 
device with or without human the device with or without human 'device with or without human 
propulsion at a maximum speed of ' propulsion at a maximum speed of '; propulsion at a maximum speed of 15 
15 miles per hour on a paved level 15 miles per hour on a paved level miles per hour on a paved level 
surface. surface. 'surface. 

In acld~tion, each scoc~t~r m~u~t Eac~ ~q~ipped wnrith the follptnrinq futures and ab~l~~ies; 

Warning bell. 4s Bird Two is equipped with a warning' Bird One is equipped with a warning 
bell bell. 

A front white light, and a rear red Bird Two is equipped with a front 'Bird Two is equipped with a front white 
light visible from a distance of at white light, and a rear red light light, and a rear red light visible from a "'`
least 500 feet and that stays visible from a distance of at least `distance of at least 50Q fee# and that 
illuminated for at least 90 seconds 500 feet and that stays illuminated 'stays illuminated for at least 90 
after coming to a full stop. ._ for at least 9Q seconds after coming ',,, seconds after coming to a full stop. ' 

to a full stop. 

Hand and foot brakes. Compliant ', Gompliant 

A unique identifier. Each Bird Two is equipped with a 'Each Bird One is equipped with a 
unique identifier, displayed via an unique identifier, displayed via an on-

`on-vehicle sticker. vehicle sticker. 

Must be Lock-to Scooters. 'Bird Two is equipped with Bluetooth '; Bird One is equipped with a Bluetaoth 
' lock-to mechanism. ' lock-to mechanism. 

Scooters must feature easily visible Each Bird Two features a safety Each Bird One features a safety decal 
contact information, including the decal that details our name, -that details our name, website, email 
vendor's name, website and email website, email address, and toll-free 'address, and toll-free phone number 
address, atoll-free phone number phone number that provides that provides customer support 24 
with 24 hours a day, 7 days a week customer support 24 hours a day, 7 ' hours a day, 7 days a week. 
customer support hotline. days a week. 

Scooters must feature the vehicle's Each Bird Two is equipped with a Each Bird One is equipped with a 
unique identifier, vendor's name safety decal that features the safety decal that features the vehicle's 
and phone number in braille and vehicle's unique identifier, our name `unique identifier, our name and phone 
raised lettering, and phone number in braille and number in braille and raised lettering. 

raised lettering. 
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i~, provide docu ertta#ion that applicant's scooters that it plans to deploy meet the City's (ow-speed elec a: 
mobt[i#y device requirements, as defined in Section 9-4-tI10 of tine Cade. 

Bird's scooters meet the City's low-speed electric mobility device requirements, as defined in Section 9-4-010 of the 
Code. 

has no operable pedals; 

is no more than 26 inches 

tip. weighs less than 100 pour 

is powered by an electric r 
capable of propelling the d 
without human propulsion 
maximum speed of 15 milE 
on a paved level surface. 

i~~, a+utline nnea ores f at ~t takes t€~ ensure tF~at d~plrayed scoters are safe fir operation and to addr+~ss 
~cn~?~~r ~~f~fiy ~~ ~t,~ ~ tY~ t ~~ ~~c~er~r sari ~ ~ ~ ~?~~t car th~ase €~'s~ravc~r~c~ ~a the ~itr~ car ~r~ ~~h~r ~r~~?ra, 
Safety is the number one priority at Bird, and we take seriously our responsibility to ensure the safety of both our 
riders and the communities we serve. As part of these efforts, we guarantee our scooters are safe for operation at the 
point of deployment and throughout the day. Our teams conduct 

Fortunately, Bird's e-scooters
However, in the event that a scooter safety issue is discovered during the pilot by Bird, the City or 

any other person, we will immediately notify the City and take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of our riders 
and the wider community. This would include suspending all use of our vehicles until the issue is resolved. 

iv. provide a p[an far maintaining rider safety during C(3t!#D-19 t~ut~reak, i ci~rding de~~c~ ~ie~r~irac~ rr~tc~~c~ls 
aa~d ou#reach acid education plan adapted for ou#break. 

As cities around the world begin the reopening process amid the continuing COVID-19 pandemic, Bird has 
implemented company-wide safety procedures to maintain rider safety and ensure micromobility continues to provide 
essential transportation services for the communities we serve. 
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As part of these efforts, we have introduced new enhanced cleaning protocols, which include, but are not limited to, 
sanitizing our vehicles using CDC-approved disinfectant products every time they are recharged or serviced. We are 
also conducting regular in-field sanitization on high-touch surfaces such as bells, throttles and handlebars. A detailed 
description of our new device cleaning and sanitization protocols can be found on pages 19 and in Appendix G.
In addition to updating our operational procedures, Bird's team of vehicle engineers have developed 

Bird will keep 
ity updated on an expected rollout date. 

In addition to educating our own teams, Bird has launched new rider educational materials on our website and the 
Bird app to inform our riders about what Bird is doing to help keep them safe. We are also providing riders with 
additional tips on how to ride safely, including washing their hands regularly and maintaining six feet of space 
between them and other road users. Examples of our new COVID-19 safety outreach and rider education 
communications can be found in Appendix B. 
Finally, in light of potential ongoing restrictions related to COVID-19, including limiting the size of group gatherings, 
Bird has begun proactively adjusting our outreach and educational plans. in those cities where we are able to host in-
person events, Bird will work closely with city officials, such Chicago's SAFE Ambassadors, to ensure they are 
conducted in a responsible manner that adheres to Chicago Department of Public Health guidance and prioritizes first 
and foremast the health and safety of our community members. This may include limiting event capacity to avoid 
overcrowding, implementing strict social distancing measures, enabling only Bird staff to handle and pass out our free 
helmets to avoid contamination, and providing additional safety equipment to attendees including gloves, masks and 
hand sanitizer. 
In those cities where we are unable to host in-person events, Bird is utilizing our digital platforms, such as the Bird 
app, social media and email to keep our riders informed. Our team is also expanding and adapting our digital offering 
to reach more riders. This may include, hosting virtual roundtables and educational events via video conferencing 
platforms such as Zoom. For more information, please see page 14. 

Please see Appendix M for a copy of Bird's Certificate of Insurance. In addition, Bird will comply with ail applicable 
laws and rules, and the terms and conditions of this scooter sharing EBP. Specifically all applicable tax laws, including 
the Chicago Personal Property Lease Transaction Tax Ordinance, codified at Chapter 3- 32 of the Code, and the 
Chicago Use Tax for Nontitled Personal Property, codified at Chapter 3-27 of the Code. 

. O ~ratwflr~at minimum standard 

i. "i'f~t~ ~a l~can# must ascertain ghat it has its ~vsrn Int~rr~ ~~~nabled ap dica#ion or digital plate 
~~a pqt~ ed key another applicant' 1 ter et-enabled ~ppii anion or fc iial plattor for running ~~~bA- ~~ ~i~ 
~r~~,~~~~° ~; ~rir~ kac;~dr~~~~ 
Bird uses our own Internet-enabled application, which is compatible with both iOS and Android operating systems. 
The Bird app is not supported by another applicant's Internet-enabled application or digital pia#form, nor will it be used 
to support another applicant's platform. 

ii. T~~~: ~pplicanf must describe its plan tc~ ~arc~cure, ;:prepare and have s°~~ady 1,667 c~peration~l scooters ~~ the 
~it'~'~~ l.~~r c'3'~ ~~2f? ITT° $ 

As the inventor of e-scooter sharing, Bird has more experience than any other provider in establishing and 
successfully operating large urban shared micromobility programs. Since launching in 2017, we have operated in over 
125 markets worldwide: serving major global cities, including Los Angeles, Mexico City, Tel Aviv, Paris, Rome and 
Barcelona. 
Bird maintains a large inventory of e-scooters within the U.S., enabling us to efficiently launch new markets and easily 
ramp-up our existing fleets, when required. Our on-the-ground teams also have experience setting up fully operational 
service centers quickly and efficiently to support the launch of new programs. Bird has already acquired a Letter of 
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Intent for a local service center to support our Chicago operations. The facility will be laid out according to our 
standardized service center design, which has been optimized to support efficient workflow and to exceed the highest 
levels of health and safety in the industry. Once notified by the City that Bird has been selected as part of the pilot, we 
will transport a minimum of 1,667 e-scooters to our local Chicago service center. 
Upon the scooters' arrival,

iii. I.h~ ~ppiican~ must describe its plan t~ procure, prepare end have ready x,334 operatiC~nal ~~t~c~ters on the 
F~~~~~ .~ ~ , ~~,~~ x~~ ~ f ~ 

As detailed above, Bird maintains a large inventory of e-scooters within the U.S. Approximately two weeks prior to the 
29th day of the pilot, Bird will transport an additional 1,667 e-scooters to our Chicago service center to increase our 
fleet size to 3,334 vehicles. Our team will use the same inspection and validation process as described previously to 
prepare the new vehicles and ensure they are safe and ready for deployment on the 29th day of the pilot. 

iv. 1't~~ applicant must describe its staffing plan to ensure that it has sufficient staff to fully rr~anag~ t 
Number taf scooters if is required to depl€~y on the firs# day cif the pilot and to manage all scoc~#ers that i 
~•equ~r~d tc~ d~picay thrcau hvut the pilot pragr rn so that "ri vrvuEd b f~a1ly r~sp~nsive ~a concerns from ~ ~ 

tip a ~9 t it~r ~r~c3 sister agencies 4~caurs a day, 7 days a v~re k rin tie secant# busin~~s op rations 

Our staffing plan for the City of Chicago includes across-functional team composed of members from our 
Government Partnerships and Operations teams. Combined, they have decades of experience in government, 
transportation, and technology sectors, and on-the-ground experience launching and managing large e-scooter 
programs across the U.S. Our team will be fully responsive to concerns from the public and the City and sister 
agencies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week during the second business operations window. They will also receive 
support from larger specialized teams working within Bird, including product development, customer service, data, 
vehicle, legal, engineering and communications. 

Government Partnerships Team 
The Government Partnerships team will work with City officials, local organizations and community stakeholders. The 
team is responsible for ensuring that our operations meet the diverse needs of Chicago's residents and visitors, and 
comply with City rules and regulations. 

Maurice Henderson Develop a foundation for Bird to work in partnership with the City of Chicago and 
Director for Government community stakeholders. 
Partnerships Navigate City and state regulatory structures, respond to and mitigate local concerns 

as they arise, and create and develop positive relationships with government 
stakeholders. 

Morgan Roth Build partnerships with local community benefit organizations, businesses, nonprofit 
Community Relations advocacy groups and City Council representatives. 
Manager Source, plan and execute community events and forums to engage and educate the 

Chicago community on Bird's products and operations. 
Perry Holmes Work closely with the City of Chicago to provide data and other metrics related to the 
Government Partnerships program. 
Associate Provide administrative support from Bird HQ, including handling all paperwork and 

payments. 
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Operations Team 
Bird's Operations team is responsible for managing our on-the-ground operations in the City of Chicago, including 
deployment, charging, rebalancing and maintenance. As a company, we have experience successfully launching 
large fleets in cities around the world including: Los Angeles, Atlanta, Berlin and Paris. 

~~~~~~ ~ ;~~~~a~sibilifies 

Everett Weiler ' Directly manage a team of managers, senior associates and associates. 
Genera( Manager Manage teams that perform ad hoc strategy, research, modeling and analytics 

projects to help guide operational decision making. 
• Monitor business across key performance indicators, and conduct deep dive 

investigations to understand the "why" behind our metrics. 
Brandon Ratliff ' Drive the vision and execution of world-class operations within the City of Chicago. 
Senior Operations ' Engage in zone design, and plan and assign daily activities within each zone to 
Associate optimize performance. 

• Work closely with other members of the Bird team to measure the impact and 
efficiency of our local operational processes. 

• Ensure Bird vehicles are repaired safely and to a high standard by establishing, 
tracking and constantly improving vehicle repair metrics. 

Our Ops team will oversee Bird's local hiring efforts in Chicago to ensure we have sufficient staff in 
place to fully manage the number of scooters Bird is required to deploy on the first day of the pilot and to manage all 
scooters that we are required to deploy throughout the pilot program. We have considerable experience in quickly 
and efficiently sourcing qualified candidates, and have built successful, local teams around the world to reflect the 
communities we serve. As part of these efforts, all of our hiring staff receive training focused on the importance of 
recognizing and reducing unconscious bias in the hiring process. 

ur team will work closely with a number of workforce development 
agencies, as well as organizations that specialize in connecting underrepresented candidates (such as ethnic 
minorities, women, people with disabilities and members of the LGBTQ+ community) to jobs in the tech industry. As a 
company, we are working proactively to build teams that bring together people with diverse backgrounds, 
experiences and skill sets. As part of that commitment, Bird is a proud supporter of the Equality Act, federal 
legislation that would create clear, consistent protections to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation 
and gender identity in employment. For more information on our local staffing and hiring plan for the City of 
Chicago, please seepage 21. 

F"~,°:l'{€ ~~ xs'> ~ !"3 'Y~~ ~'$``¢~4"-kt §$;"~$? f~2t 6>~Y'a d"1 R'?#~4o '{ f`4. :': 

No government entity in the U.S. has successfully revoked Bird's scooter sharing license within the past two years. 
Cities are Bird's number one customer and we value our partnership with all governmental entities. Bird stands alone 
amongst micromobility operators in permit awards and renewals. Like other operators working to navigate the 
emergence of micromobility where previously unregulated, Bird has made difficult decisions, including having to 
withdraw from markets after being awarded a permit. For example, in Oklahoma City and Norman, OK, where the 
cities elected not to move forward with developing an e-scooter share program, Bird moved swiftly to meet their 
request and remove our fleet. 
Similarly, in a handful of cities, Bird has temporarily paused operations to meet local concerns ranging from extreme 
weather conditions, updates of city ordinances, or to modernize and replenish our fleet.
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III. Applicant Ranking Criteria 
4. Camr~~nity Safety ~r~ ~: ~~~ideratic~n (15%}. The applicant's plan to reduce dan ~r ~r~d 
inconvenience to r~o -riders caused try scooters and rider behavior 

i. specific oper~t~csr~~E plans, eclucati~a a! fools, incentives, disincentives and technol4~ies to improve pr~aper 
device pa~k~ng that insures non-rider safety and co fart. The applicant "ss ~ncouraged to n~t~ ar~y plans tc 
test new solutions It d'rd not use during the First Phase Scooter Sharing Pi a 
It is Bird's responsibility to ensure the safety and comfort of non-riders by keeping sidewalks clear. Over the past two 
years, we have refined our operational plans and developed innovative solutions, including educational tools, rider 
incentives and disincentives and technologies to improve proper device parking. 

Imprope 
operations teams

information on

parking is often an outcome of overconcentration. To address this, our local 

in Chicago, please see page 
For more 

Bird's local, on-the-ground teams also
 in addition to working 

proactively to dress issues as they occur, these teams are available to remedy any issues regarding scooters that 
are not parked lawfully or in accordance with conditions attached to the issuance of the emerging business permit 
within two hours of the report, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our customer service channels are detailed on page 
17. 

Bird uses a variety of educational tools to teach riders on how to correctly park and lock e-
scooters after use. This includes printed, digital and on-scooter communications as well as through broader in-
person community-based training programs. 
In-App fiutorial -Before their first ride, Bird riders must complete an in-app parking tutorial. The tutorial provides 
detailed instructions on where and how to park Birds, and includes visual examples of good and bad parking. 
Email, Social Media and In-app Notifications - We deliver ongoing parking directives and education via email, 
social media, push and in-app natificatians. 
In#eractive Gluizzes - We enrich our educational materials on parking etiquette with in-app infographics, games and 
quizzes. 
On-scooter Flyers -Attached to scooters upon launch with multi-lingual instructions that include instructions on how 
to park and lock scooters. 
In-person Safety Training and Events -Through s.h.a.r.e., our hands-on training and demonstration program, our 
local team educates riders on local parking rules and regulations. Please see pages 10-11 for more information. 
Parking Signage and Ground Markings -Designed to help riders easily identify where and how to park, Bird's 
parking signs, ground stencils and parking mats are available to the City of Chicago to help promote lawful and neat 
parking. More details can be found in Appendix C. 
In addition, Bird is excited to bring our new Virtual Pledge Cards and Warm Up Mode to Chicago, neither of which 
were available during the First Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot. For more information an both of these features, please 
see page 12. 

Bird's latest, industry leading parking solution motivates riders to improve their parking 
behavior through education, incentives and location-enabled alerts. This in-app parking experience bridges the divide 
between technology and infrastructure by directing riders to use spaces that cities have specifically designated for e-
scooter parking. This new feature: 
• Educates riders on where and how to park using highly visible messaging, including full-screen prompts, in-ride 

reminders and parking pins that are prominently displayed on the map. 
• Incentivizes riders to park properly by offering free credits toward future rides every time they end their ride in a 

designated parking space using the lock-to feature. 
• Provides details on each approved parking area, including its location, a photo and a description of exactly where 

to park. 
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• Gives feedback to riders using location-enabled alerts to let them know when they are in an approved parking 
area, such as a bike rack, and eligible to receive incentives. 

Bird uses a continuum of disincentives and enforcement strategies to address and correct 
improper parking behavior. For minor and first-time infractions, we issue email warnings and share educational 
materials that instruct riders on appropriate parking etiquette. For serious infractions and repeat violations we may 
issue fines and, when warranted, suspend or terminate rider accounts. 

Bird has developed  
 

Bird's product team continues to develop new 
and exciting technologies that differentiate our service from other operators and we look forward to bringing the 
following products to Chicago in 2020, none of which were available during the First Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot. 

s 

d 

 

ee page 3 for more information. 

ii. ~I~rt~ to ~r~sur~ ~t~~t t ~v~c ~ are Ic~ck~ ~€~ ~~r~src~~ar~ate at~j~~t~, ; ~r~ raph tCll{ ~ ~) a~ 
these terms and condi#ions dr~cument. The appfican# is required ~v ~ ~~:~~~~~,~~ty ~€~u~~,~s its parking pl<,~~ ;,.~ 
~~ ~t~t~rf~rr~ ~ri~h c~~~hii~: #~~~~¢a~rt ti~ ~?~~r~tf~a~~ ~# k~==~~ ~f€~~a~ ~ra~ tr~t~ it ~t~tic~t~~, 
Bird's fleet of e-scooters is equipped with lock-to technology to ensure our devices can be locked to appropriate 
objects, in accordance with Paragraph VII(12} of the City's terms and conditions document and Section 9-52-130 of 
the Code. Our team has more operational experience u#ilizing lock-to than any other operator, and will leverage that 
experience to support Chicaga as the city trials this technologV for the first time. 

Bird has conducted preliminarily research within the City's service area to determine appropriate Nest (strategically 
placed deployment zone) locations to enable our team to deploy and park e-scooters in compliance with Section 
9-52-070 of the Code and other applicable provisions, including with a minimum of six feet clearance between 
scooters and all public way encumbrances; 10 feet of clearance from street corners or intersections, or along building 
facades or block fire hydrants, bus stops, transit stations, loading zones, or building access paints; and locked to a 
fixed physical object allowed for such locking, including a rack, parking meter or sign pole. Please view the map in 
Appendix K. 
Bird will also implement a robust rider education plan (detailed in full on pages 10-11), incentivized parking initiatives 
(see page 1) and in-app technological advancements to ensure our riders lock devices to appropriate objects once 
they have finished their ride and do not to interfere with public transportation operations. 
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lease see Appendix E to view our end-of-ride photo feature. 
Bird will also explore trialing our new Bird Call technology, physical sensors that use near-field communication (NFC) 
to verify proper parking. At the request of Chicago, we will work with city staff to determine appropriate high-traffic 
areas to install the sensors onto fixed physical objects allowed for e-scooter locking, such as bike racks. When 
coupled with on-device GPS, this new technology offers the greatest level of locational accuracy in the micromobility 
industry and would enforce parking in approved locations to ensure e-scooters do not interfere with public 
transportation operations at bus stops and transit stations. 

iii. specific operational plans, eciucationa( tc~o(s, incentives, d~sincent~ves and technologies tc~ reduce ill~a: 
~zidewalk riding. The applicant Is encouraged to include plans tc~ test new solutions that it did not use ycau c~ ,
~~ot use t~urir~g the First Phase 5coa#er Sharing PilatF 
Bird's safety commitment extends to all road and sidewalk users, and we are proud to have led the industry in 
developing specific operational plans, educational tools, incentives, disincentives and technologies to reduce illegal 
sidewalk riding and protect pedestrians. 

How we operate in a city can directly impact rider compliance and safety outcomes. 
Wherever possible, Bird deploys e-scooters next to bike lanes and paths, as our data has shown riders that begin 
rides next to these designated spaces are less likely to ride on the sidewalk during the duration of their trip. 
Bird also collects city, community and rider feedback through a number of channels, including our first-of-its-kind 
reporting tool Community Mode (detailed in Appendix E). Our operations team uses this data to better understand 
local conditions on the ground.

 To mitigate the issue,

As discussed in more detail on pages 10-y 2, Bird uses a variety of educational tools to 
teach riders about proper riding etiquette, including where to, and not to ride. In Chicago, this includes, but is not 
limited to: (i) scooters are permitted to be operated only on the City's bike lanes or paths; (ii) except as otherwise 
provided in Section 9-52-020 of the Code, scooters cannot be operated on sidewalks; and (iii) where there is no bike 
lane or path, scooters are allowed to be operated on city streets but that such streets are not intended to be used by 
scooters. 
As part of these on-going efforts, we inform riders that sidewalk riding is illegal via our in-app tutorial, which includes 
visual examples of where to ride; thorough tailored email, social media and in-app notifications; in-app 
infographics, games and quizzes; on-scooter flyers; and, through our in-person safety training and events. 
Mare details on all of the above can be found an pages 10-12. 
In addition, Bird is excited to bring our new Warm Up Mode and Sidewalk Scoring features to Chicago, neither of 
which were available during the First Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot. 
Warm Up Mode - An in-app safety feature that slows vehicle acceleration, reduces the top speed, and provides riders 
with additional step-by-step guidance on how to ride. 
Sidewalk Scoring -Through our new Sidewalk Scoring product, we develop scores for each trip that examine the 
probability that the ride occurred on a sidewalk. If we have reason to suspect sidewalk riding, we engage with riders 
to deliver the score and communicate reminders and warnings as a function of the rider's score history. See page 4 
for more details. 

Using our Sidewalk Scoring feature, Bird can issue free rider credits to incentivize users to improve 
their score after engaging with our tailored education and being issued with in-app reminders and warnings. Bird also 
issues credits to riders that attend our safe riding training, as well as through our in-app safe riding quizzes. 
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Bird has a continuum of enforcement strategies to address and correct illegal sidewalk riding. For 
minor and first-time infractions, we issue email warnings and share educational materials that instruct riders on 
appropriate riding etiquette. For serious infractions and repeat violations we may issue fines and, when warranted, 
suspend or terminate rider accounts. 

- Bird leads the industry in bringing new technology to market: we were the first e-
scooter operator to test and deploy in-field and on-vehicle sensors that reduce and prevent sidewalk riding. Over the 
past year, we have continued to refine our product offering and we are excited to offer Chicago the following products 
in 2020, none of which were available during the First Phase Scooter Sharing Pilofi. 
Sidewalk Scoring - To restrict unsafe sidewalk riding and protect vulnerable pedestrians, Bird developed our 
Sidewalk Scoring feature. By combining speed and brake fluctuation analysis with cutting-edge technology, this new 
product enables Bird to determine whether rides occur on sidewalks or streets. Riders suspected of riding on the 
sidewalk receive an in-app warning, as well as follow-up education. Please see Appendix D for screenshots. 
Sidewalk Sensors - In January 2Q20, through a partnership with W81ess.ia, we launched afirst-of-its-kind sidewalk 
riding detection product in San Jose, CA. Powered by NFC-technology, more accurate than GPS, Bird uses installed 
sensors about one inch in diameter on buildings and infrastructure that successfully detected when our scooters were 
on the sidewalk and used our on-scooter audible technology to alert riders. At the City's request, we can deliver the 
same suite of tools to Chicago to develop a local pilot to prevent sidewalk riding on city identified corridors. In the near 
future, we will also harness this technology to detect, notify and enforce other lawless behaviors, such as wrong-way 
riding. 
Bird Maps -Rider surveys have shown that their primary reason for riding illegally on sidewalks is due to safety fears: 
for example, on roads with fast moving traffic or without protected bike lanes. Ta help address this, Bird recently 
launched Bird Maps. Riders simply enter their destination and Bird Maps provides both audio and visual turn-by-turn 
navigation optimized for the use of bike lanes, quiet roads and wider surface areas. Please see Appendix D for 
screenshots. 

Using our Sidewalk Scoring feature, Bird can issue free rider credits to incentivize users to improve 
their score after engaging with our tailored education and being issued with in-app reminders and warnings. Bird also 
issues credits to riders that attend our safe riding training, as well as through our in-app safe riding quizzes. 

iv. provide a plan for maintaining rider safety during CC1~IIp-~9 ca tt~r~ak;
end outreach anr~ education plan adapted for outbreak. 
As cities around the world begin the reopening process amid the continuing COVID-19 pandemic, Bird has 
implemented company-wide safety procedures to maintain rider safety and ensure micromobility continues to provide 
essential transportation services for the communities we serve. As part of these efforts, we have introduced new 
enhanced cleaning protocols, which include, but are not limited to, sanitizing our vehicles using CDC-approved 
disinfectant products every time they are recharged or serviced. We are also conducting regular in-field sanitization 
on high-touch surfaces such as bells, throttles and handlebars. A detailed description of our new device cleaning and 
sanitization protocols can be found on pages 19-20 and in Appendix G. 
In addition to updating our operational procedures, Bird's team of vehicle engineers have developed handlebar grips 
that are both antimicrobial and antifungal —significantly improving the cleanliness of the primary surfaces our riders 
interact with. Bird's proprietary grips will retain sanitary effectiveness for their operable lifetime without replacement, 
unlike other operators' "self-cleaning" grips that currently require intermittent replacement. Our grips are also ISO 
22196 [antimicrobial] and AATCC TM30(iii) [antifungal] certified, whereas other operators' grips are not. Bird will keep 
the City updated on an expected rollout date. 
Bird has also launched new rider educational materials on our website and the Bird app to inform our riders about 
what Bird is doing to help keep them sate. We are also providing riders with additional tips on haw to ride safely, 
including washing their hands regularly and maintaining six #eet of space between them and other road users. 
Examples of our new COVID-19 safety outreach and rider education communications can be found in Appendix B. 
Finally, in light of potential ongoing restrictions related to COVID-19, including limiting the size of group gatherings, 
Bird has begun proactively adjusting our outreach and educational plans. In those cities where we are able to host in-
persan events, Bird will work closely with city officials, like the SAFE Ambassadors, to ensure they are conducted in a 
responsible manner that adheres to Chicago Department of Public Health guidance. 
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This may include limiting event capacity to avoid overcrowding, implementing strict social distancing measures, 
enabling only Bird staff to handle and pass out our free helmets to avoid contamination, and providing additional 
safety equipment to attendees including gloves, masks and hand sanitizer. 
In those cities where we are unable to host in-person events, Bird is utilizing our digital platforms, such as the Bird 
app, social media and email to keep our riders informed. Our team is also expanding and adapting our digital offering 
to reach more riders. This may include, hosting virtual roundtables and educational events via video conferencing 
platforms such as Zoom. For more information, please see page 14. 

5. Accessibitity and Consideration for People with C3isabi[ities X15°!~). The a~ licant's plan to 
specifically reduce danger to people Frith disabilities caused b its scac~ters and ricer behavior as 
w~t1 as plans fio make its service accessible to per~~ie with disabilifiies 

i. plan #v prevent devices from impeding use of the public way by evpie with disabilities, ir~eiuding its ~.- 
~~ rectify and ~r~-~~a~~t~ er~t tc~ ~~r~ca tt~e pubic way try n~~pl~ ~~rith r~is~bilit~~s ~~ ~ i~kiy ~~ p~ s~~k~l 
Bird takes seriously our responsibility to prevent devices from impeding use of the public way by people with 
disabilities, including rectifying any impediment to using the public way as quickly as possible. In Chicago, we commit 
to being a responsible steward of the city's streets and sidewalks and will implement the following plan to support this 
commitment. 

Bird is supportive of the City of 
Chicago's move to require all e-scooters be equipped with lock-to technology. Our subsidiary company, Scoot, first 
introduced e-scooter locks in San Francisco in 2018. After studying vehicle usage, the City found that the addition of 
the locks greatly reduced sidewalk clutter -within six months, they reported a 9Q% reduction in complaints. 
Bird has experience managing e-scooter fleets with integrated locks in multiple cities, including San Francisco, CA, 
Denver, CO and Baltimore, MD. in our experience, the locks work best when implemented as part of a larger parking 
strategy that includes comprehensive rider education, no-park zones, preferred parking locations, anti-tip detection 
technology, end of ride photos and dedicated parking infrastructure. As such, Bird will also bring the following 
solutions to Chicago: 
Vehicle Design - in addition to being equipped with our third-generation Bluetooth locks, Bird Two features a strong 
dual kickstand designed to reduce instances of e-scooters tipping over. If tipped, our scooters' self-reporting tip 
sensors alert our local operations team for immediate remediation. 
Rider Incentives -Bird offers financial incentives to encourage proper parking, and fines or suspends riders for 
parking improperly. Our parking solutions are put in place with a high priority on maintaining ADA accessibility on the 
city's public right of way. 
Parking Education, Infrastructure &Technological Solutions - In addition to in-app, online, and in-person rider 
and community education, we use tools like beacons, geofenced no-parking zones, corrals, preferred parking, 
stencils and more to ensure riders park devices in a manner that prevents them from impeding use of the public way. 
For images of our parking infrastructure, please see Appendix C. 
Verified vehicle placement - in addition to our riders, our local teams are required to take photos to indicate where 
they deploy Birds throughout the day. These photos are reviewed by individuals, not computers, to ensure they are 
not blocking the sidewalk. 

Bird has a dedicated team of customer 
service representatives (CSRs) on hand to receive and resolve customer service tickets around the clock. Each CSR 
has received enhanced training to properly address and prioritize responses to accessibility-related reports, including 
any devices impeding the use of the public way by people with disabilities. in Chicago, our team can be reached via 
our call center at 1-866-205-2442 and in-app text-based chat support, to accommodate those users with hearing 
impairments, and additionally offers email support at hello@bird.co. Our customer service center is capable of 
accepting calls that are rerouted from existing City customer services centers, and accommodates TTY relay 
services. 
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Any report concerning a complaint regarding our vehicles violating ADA compliance are immediately flagged by the 
customer service team. They then follow our standard ADA operating procedure to alert and dispatch a Bird team 
member to retrieve and re-park the vehicle within one hour. ADA complaints take precedence over any other retrieval 
task. 

Bird's e-scooters are equipped with both auditory and visual signals to help alert non-riders who are deaf/hard of 
hearing or blind/visually impaired. All of our vehicles are equipped with a bell audible from at least 50 meters of 
distance. Our scooters also emit audible sounds to alert their presence when necessary which includes if it is tipped 
or moved when stationary. 
Bird One and Bird Two are equipped with flashing lights to alert non-riders to their presence when parked. They also 
feature head and tail lights to increase visibility when in use, along with reflectors on the side and back of the e. 
Bird's vehicle team is also working closely with 

For more information on how we use visual and auditory alerts on the device itself to communicate with riders, 
please see page 22. 

iii, any plan to offer adaptive devices that expand access tv its service fir people with various physical 
~-4~~~ 4~#its 
Bird is committed to providing products and services that are inclusive of the needs of as many members of the 
community as possible, including offering adaptive devices to expand access to people with various physical 
disabilities. In Chicago, we would focus our efforts by working with the Mayor's Office of Disability Rights, Equip for 
Equality, and others to implement a limited pilot featuring adaptive vehicles to effectively determine the level of need 
and to test vehicle utilization. 

lease see Appendix J for images of our adaptive vehicle. 

iv. Sian to provide an accessible app, w~bsit+e and phone support service. Thy F
fio sns re people wifih disabilities can easily report issues pertaining to the pilot prrar~ra~~-~. 
Bird is committed to ensuring our app, website and phone support service are accessible to the widest possible 
audience, regardless of circumstance and ability, ensuring people with disabilities can easily report issues pertaining 
to the pilot program. 

The Bird app is ADA accessible and compatible with screen readers. It offers voiceover 
support for both i(~S and Android users, on-page navigation, captions and text alternatives to images, and closed 
captioning for all videos. The app also incorporates the latest user interface design techniques and uses logical 
menus, tabs, and screens, which enables users to learn the app quickly and begin riding. It is designed to be 
intuitive, user-friendly, and easy to use for a wide audience. 

Bird's website adheres to ADA standards and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. It 
features an easy to navigate user interface built with simplicity, perceivability and other care accessibility design 
principles in mind. This includes on-page navigation, captions, and text alternatives to images; static content 
(including na reloading sections, automatic navigation or autoplay media); descriptive link descriptions; easy to 
understand forms; and resizable text and colorblind legible text. The site also features an accessibility adjustment 
pop-up interface that allows persons with specific disabilities to make content, color and display, and navigation 
adjustments to design it to their personal needs. This interface replaces the conventional approach to accessibility in 
which all users are presented with the same diminished interface or design. 

Our staffed, toll-free customer service line (1-866-205-2442) provides support 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. Translation services are available in 21 languages, including Spanish, Polish, Korean, 
Arabic, Hindi and Mandarin. It also accommodates TTY relay services. For more information an our customer service 
support, please see page 17. 
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As described on page 6, Bird maintains 
an accessible app, website and phone service to ensure people with disabilities can easily use our service and report 
issues. In addition, we display our customer service contact information on each of our vehicles in easy-to-read ADA 
accessible font (18pt-48pt), braille and raised lettering (including the scooter's unique identifier and our company 
name). 
6. Equity {15°l~}. The applicant's plan to ensure that i#s service will h~:lp meet the City's goal 4f 
effectively improving mobility and accessibility fr~r residents who face eEevated economic, F~ealth, 
so~i~1, mt~bifity andlor acc~ss~bili#y barriers. 

i. plan to rr~e~t the priority aria distribution requir~:ments, as provided in Paragraph Vi}(11}. Thy applicar 
must include its l~n to ensure devices are a~cessib~ ~ ~Srir~rity areas thraaut~ cut the da~r 

This will ensure broad and equitable vehicle coverage across 
all 20 Priority Sub-Areas. 

re 
information on our comprehensive rebalancing operations in Chicago, please see page 15. 

Bird's comprehensive education, engagement and outreach plan for residents in Priority Areas is community-driven 
and tailored to address local issues. Below we have provided a number of unique strategies that we plan on 
implementing across the pilot's Priority Areas, in addition to our standard education, engagement and outreach 
activities, detailed on page 10-12. 

(see page 4 and Appendix D 
for more information). 
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Bird Moves -From our experience, we have found that simply deploying our e-scooters in Priority Areas does not 
always go far enough. In an effort to create acontext-sensitive solution that enables us to better address local equity 
considerations in the communities we serve, Bird launched Bird Moves. Afirst-of-its-kind community donation 
program, Bird Moves is designed to break down geographical, physical and economic barriers to micromobility. in 
Chicago, we will work in partnership with local nonprofits such as the Little Village Environmental Justice Organization 
and Safer Foundation to donate 100 e-scooters to traditionally underserved communities. By providing residents with 
their own personal micromobility devices, we will support Chicago in its efforts to work toward universal inclusivity. 
Bird Gives Back -Bird is exploring a partnership with instacart to create a new program designed to reduce food 
insecurity throughout Chicago's Priority Areas. With rising unemploymenfi and food banks closing due fio COVID-19, 
there is a growing need to support our most vulnerable neighbors. Together, Bird and Instacart hope to offer residents 
an affordable and sustainable grocery delivery service. We are in the early stages of developing the program and plan 
on reaching out to local nonprofits in the coming weeks to gather community feedback. We look forward to sharing 
more with the City soon. 

~. ~ _ 

Bird provides the following cash-based payment alternatives for people without a bank account. During the second 
pilot, in addition to significantly increasing the number of locations across Chicago where community members can 
purchase Bird credits, we will also be testing a number of new outreach and educational strategies designed to further 
increase rider awareness and accessibility to the program. 
Cash far Bird Credi#s 
Bird offers riders a simple and easy to use cash payment option: 
1. Riders find a participating retailer, using either the Bird app or our website. 
2. At the store riders open the "Payment" tab in the Bird app to access their unique barcode. 
3. Cashier scans the barcode, takes payment and adds it to the rider's Bird account. 
4. Bird balance is updated imrrtediately and ready to use. 
Our cash payment option is available at 284 retail locations in the City of Chicago and 237 within the Pilot service 
area (including CVS Pharmacy, Family Dollar, 7-Eleven, Dollar General and Speedway). Please see Appendix F for 
more details. 
Prepaid Debit Cards 
Riders can purchase prepaid American Express, Mastercard and Visa cards with cash from retailers across Ghicago. 
Riders can add their prepaid debit card as their payment option within the Bird app or when providing their payment 
information for Bird's text-to-unlock service. 

Bird's cash payment option will be highlighted as part of our 
general education and outreach plan for Chicago (detailed on pages 10-13}. In addition, we have taken the lessons 
learned from last year's pilot to create more targeted education and outreach strategies designed to further improve 
access and increase utilization of the program in 2020. 
• Dedicated Webpage: Bird will create a Chicago webpage that provides information on our cash payment options 

(including locations of participating retailers), non-smartphone access options, affordable payment programs, and 
more. Please see Appendix L for more details. 

• Billboards: Bird will explore partnership opportunities with the CTA to create billboards advertising our alternative 
access options, such as cash payments and non-smartphone signup. 

• On-scooter flyers: Bird will design on-scooter flyers that provide riders with multilingual instrucfiions, including 
information about our cash payment and non-smartphone options. 

• Street Signage: In partnership with the City, Bird hopes to place in-street signage next to approved e-scooter 
parking areas that provide riders with details on how to access our service using alternative methods, such as our 
cash payment and non-smartphone op#ions. Please see Appendix C to view example signage created for the 
pilot. 

• Bird Community Center: As mentioned previously, our Chicago service center will also offer a community space 
where Bird will offer a minimum of two monthly drop-in sessions to enable residents to stop by to get in-person 
guidance on how to use our cash payment and non-smartphone options. 



To help expand access to Bird for everyone who works, lives in and visits Chicago, Bird offers an option that enables 
those without a smartphone to find, unlock and ride a Bird via SMS text message option. 

Create an 'Users create an account by sending an email to access@bird.co. They must provide contact 
Account .:details, along with a phone number that can send and receive SMS. Within three business days, 

-they will receive an SMS confirming account approval. Users can set up payment information via 
an automated, phone-based, PCI compliant bat using the "PAY" command and a credit, debit or 
prepaid card. 

Locate a Bird 'Users spat a Bird on the street, then call or text our Customer Service team (1-866-205-2442) or 
email us (hello@bird.co) for assistance locating an available e-scooter or e-bike. 

Text to Begin 'Users must first locate the Bird ID in between the vehicle's handlebars. Users will then text the ID 
Ride and the word "unlock" to the phone number they received during the signup process. This text 

message will signal the vehicle to unlock, allowing the ride to begin. 
Text to End Users will text the word "lock" to the same number. This text message will signal their Bird to lock, 
Ride ,completing the ride. The User will receive afollow-up SMS message with the cast of their 

completed trip. 

Bird's non-smartphone option will be highlighted as part of our 
general education and outreach plan for Chicago (detailed on pages 10-13). In addition, we have taken the lessons 
learned from last year's pilot to create more targeted education and outreach strategies designed to further improve 
access and increase utilization of the program in 2020. This includes: dedicated webpage; billboards; on-scooter 
flyers; street signage; and in-person support via the Bird Community Center. For more detailed information on each 
of these strategies, please see page 8. 

~~, plan tt~ im~rr~ve access tc~ your service ouer the First phase Sccrc~ter 5harir~ Pilot for tt~onr-income 
residents, including any pricing or discaurrt plans. The applicant mus# include outreach and educational 
~alans anci must be specific ~t~out how it will reduce onerous and complicated requirements and processes. 
Bird is committed to removing barriers to micromobility and providing equitable access to our service. Bird Access 
was the e-scooter industry's first low-income assistance plan, and will provide residents living on low-incomes in 
Chicago with unlimited Bird rides for 30 minutes or less at the discounted rate of $5 per month. Anyone 
enrolled in or eligible for a city, state or federal assistance program qualifies for Bird Access. To enroll, riders must 
email proof of enrollment in a city, state or federal assistance program (including, but not limited to, Medicaid, SNAP/ 
LINK, discounted utility bills, discounted bus passes, etc.), along with their full name and phone number, to 
access@bird.co. Approval takes approximately two to three business days. 
Bird will also bring our new Heathcare Workers program to Chicago. Research by the Chicago Metropolitan Agency 
for Planning found that the City's essential workers are disproportionately low-income, people of color. As part of 
Bird's commitment to support the communities we serve during the COVfD-19 pandemic, our new program will offer 
free rides to Chicago's healthcare workers and emergency personnel. Eligible riders can sign up by emailing a copy 
of their medical identification card along with their name and phone number to togetherC bird.co. Riders will receive 
two free 30-minute rides per day. 

Bird Access and our Healthcare Workers program will be 
highlighted as part of our general education and outreach plan for Chicago (detailed on pages 10-13). In addition, we 
have taken the lessons learned from last year's pilot to create more targeted education and outreach strategies 
designed to further improve access and increase ufiilization of our Bird Access program in 2020. This includes: 
dedicated webpage; billboards; on-scooter flyers; street signage; and in-person support via the Bird Community 
Center. For more detailed information on each of these strategies, please see page 8. 
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vi. plan to improve access to its service over the First Phase scooter Sharing Piiot for r .:; 
primary language is rrot English. The applicant must include outreach and ed~catianal pi~r~ nc~ ~~r~ust i~~ 
pecif~c about hew it wig! reduce onerous anci comp{ica~ted requiremer~~~ and pracesses. 

With over 30% of the population of Chicago speaking a language other than English at home, Bird is committed to 
developing a program that serves the unique cultural landscapes of communities across Chicago. We will use the 
following strategies as we seek to improve access to our service for residents whose primary language is not English 
— focusing on the city's most commonly spoken languages including, but not limited ta, Spanish, Mandarin, Polish, 
Arabic, Hindi and Urdu. 

~~ g ~':~ ~: ., 

On-scooter Flyers ' We will attach flyers to scooters upon the re-launch of our service with multilingual 
instructions, including information regarding our cash payment and non-smartphone options. 

Printed Flyers ,Bird will distribute multilingual materials at the City's libraries, community centers, and at 
local organizations such as Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights, Albany Park 
Community Center, Centro Romero and Chicago New Sanctuary Coalition. 

Bird App ;The Bird app is currently available in 21 languages, and includes educational messaging and ''
as well as the rules of the road. 

Information on Key information and marketing materials are available in multiple languages. 
Bird's website 
Customer Service Our website, call center and mobile app services are currently available in 21 languages 
Channels including English, Spanish, Polish, Korean, Arabic, Hindi and Mandarin. As part of our focus 

on ensuring universal access to our service, we work closely with Chicago to expand 
language offerings to reflect the communities we serve and will add any additional languages 
at the request of the City. 

Multilingual Digital Ethnic press and digital influencer engagement, with a focus on multilingual communities. 
Adverfiising 
Local Ethnic Press ' La Opinion is one of the highest circulations of Spanish language newspapers in the United 
Advertising 'States. We will explore opportunities to advertise in this newspaper, and others. 

I'. Ede atior~, 4ut~°c:ac~~ and Rider safety {'(2°lad. The applica~t~'~ cityavide ec~ ~;atior~, ~r~ a ~~~~~t~~: 
and c~catreach plans as ~nrell as ricer safety plans. 

i. crtywid~ communi#y engage►ne€~t and outreach plan tha# ensures adequate educa~ic~n ~bo~t device use 
and rotes for both riders end non-ritiars. The applicant must include any specific plans #or communities that 
were nofi in the Firs# Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot area 

Bird will launch a citywide community engagement and outreach plan that ensures adequate education about device 
use and rules for both riders and non-riders. 

Our team will regularly attend community meetings, host active listening forums and 
work to develop long-term community partnerships in Chicago. Through these engagement and outreach efforts, we 
will educate riders about how to safely ride our scooters, as well as local rules and regulations. 

s.h.a.r.e. Events -Bird augments our video, in-app and online safety education and trainings (discussed on pages 
12-13), with the administration of our comprehensive in-person training events, called "s.h.a.r.e." Our local teams 
offer these in-person safety trainings in cooperation with leading local riders and safety advocates who have valuable 
experience with the local transit environment. 
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We believe that by taking the time to provide in-depth sessions to a critical number of leading riders, we can establish 
a safe code of conduct far the broader riding community. Specifically, our s.h.a.r.e. training imparts dozens of critical 
skills and safe riding practices, organized into the following five categories: 
1. Safe riding. Navigate traffic and bike lanes with care. 
2. Heightened awareness. Anticipate what others might do. 
3. Always alert. Save the selfies and music for after the ride. 
4. Respect for pedestrians. Yield and keep walkways accessible. 
5. Every voice matters. Get involved to help your city reshape its streets. 
Each s.h.a.r.e. event provides an immersive and interactive educational experience. In partnership with businesses 
and health and safety experts, we showcase the fundamental safety tips for individuals interested in using 
micromobility. To date, we have engaged with thousands of new riders at s.h.a.r.e. trainings in cities around the world. 
Please see Appendix H far more information. 
In Chicago, conditions allowing, we will hold an initial series of in-person safety trainings during our launch, after 
which we will continue to hold regular in-person safety events, as well as offer comprehensive digital rider safety 
campaigns and tutorials. Bird will also work with local organizations, business districts and other stakeholders on 
creating a calendar of additional outreach events throughout the year that may include the following: 
• Pop-up Events: Neighborhood events with local groups, especially organizations working in communities with 

limited access to transportation alternatives, where we promote rider safety and give away free helmets. 
• Helmet Giveaways &Participation in Local Events: Attend street fairs, festivals and community events to meet 

residents and visitors, give away free helmets and enroll eligible riders in Bird Access. 
• Connect Series: Our local engagement team will partner with Chicago businesses and nonprofit organizations 

throughout the pilot to host listening sessions as part of our Connect Series. At these events, Bird offers 
information an community programming, device use and rules of the road. Our team is also available for one-an-
one conversations with residents to discuss how we can improve our service. 

In addition to offering robust community engagement and outreach to our riders, 
Bird recognizes the importance of engaging the entire community, including non-riders, to ensure the safety of all. In 
Chicago, these efforts will include dedicating resources to educate other vehicle drivers, parents and schools. Please 
also see pages 12-13 far information on haw we will engage additional community stakeholders, such as local 
businesses and disability advocates. 
Driving Safely Around Shared Scooters - In addition to our comprehensive rider education and general public 
communications, Bird disseminates targeted safety messaging designed for motorists. Recognizing that motor vehicle 
drivers are often unsure of how to safely interact safely with scooters, we deliver public awareness campaigns that 
raise awareness about passible motorist-scooter incidents, and how to avoid them. 
The specific safety topics include, but are not limited to, preventing "daaring" incidents whereby drivers open car 
doors in front of oncoming riders, checking common blind spots that can make the simple act of turning dangerous for 
a vulnerable road user, learning the consequences of unsafe speed, and the importance of maintaining safe passing 
distance. These vital safety messages include instructional imagery and video and are delivered via traditional, social 
and direct digital media. 
Preventing Underage Riding -Bird partners with school districts, parent teacher associations and law enforcement 
to deter and dramatically reduce instances of underage riding. In Chicago, Bird will not rent our scooters to anyone 
under the age of 18 years old, unless the rider is 16 or 17 years old and has parental or guardian consent. To educate 
the wider community on these age restrictions Bird will explore opportunities

to provide tailored outreach and educational 
materials. 
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To reach both riders and non-riders in communities 
new to the pilot in 2020, Bird is planning dedicated engagement and outreach events with community organizations 
and businesses within those areas. This will include hosting listening sessions, roundtabies, learn-to-ride events and 
helmet giveaways to raise awareness around the program. Organizations that we hope to partner with include: Little 
Village Environmental Justice Organization, Active Transportation Alliance, Safer Foundation, Illinois Coalition for 
Immigrant and Refugee Rights, Albany Park Community Center, Centro Romero, and Chicago New Sanctuary 
Coalition. 

ii. in-App ~lnternet-enabCed application or tfigiia( platform} education, engagement and outreach plan for 
riders using its service. Such plan mint include Mans for first-time riders end returning riders, and nn ~,: 
address, amang t~fP~er things, parking, riding and ~eofencing edu+ca#icon 
Bird has a comprehensive in-app education, engagement and outreach plan for riders that begins at the time of 
signup, and continues before and following every ride. These interactions include tutorials, quizzes, notifications and 
more, all designed to address important areas including, but not limited to, parking, riding and geofencing education. 
Please see °n ~~:~ ~lw~~~rw.b~.rci.cs~,'~~~.~~~ o for Bird's Privacy Policy and : ~ ~f:~~~..~k _~;~~a~ g ~y=~~. ~~~k~.~.~~r for our User 
Agreement . 
In-app Rider Tutorial: Upon downloading the Bird app riders are required to watch our comprehensive, animated 
tutorial video that includes proper riding and parking demonstrations, as well as local rules and regulations. At the end 
of the video, users must check that they agree to understanding before their first ride. Please see Appendix E for 
screenshots. 
Interactive Quizzes: Bird intermittently sends riders in-app interactive quizzes on safe riding behavior and rewards 
high scores. Riders flagged for a variety of improper riding and parking practices also receive in-app tailored 
educational materials, customized to address specific concerns, improve specific skills and promote safety. 
In-app Notifications: We deliver ongoing safe riding and parking directives and education via in-app notifications. 
This includes notifying a rider as they near and/or enter a geofenced area, such as a no-park or no-ride zone. 
Bird In-app Map: All geofenced areas are displayed in our mobile application, denoted on the Bird map using shaded 
polygons. Please see Appendix E for screenshots. 
Virtual Pledge Cards: Bird created virtual Pledge Cards to help inform riders of local rules and regulations, and 
improve rider behavior. The cards are presented to riders via an in-app pop-up, requesting that they read and then 
pledge to abide by each rule. Bird has created unique cards for our operations in Chicago that detail the City's new 
parking rules and regulations. For screenshots of this feature, please see Appendix E. 
Warm-up Mode: Riders can turn on Warm Up Mode via the Bird app to receive step-by-step guidance on how to ride 
and park safely, in compliance with local rules and regulations. 

Bird is committed to creating an inclusive program that serves the entire community. As part of that commitment, we 
have tailored outreach and education engagements to involve community stakeholders such as neighborhood groups, 
businesses, mobility leaders, sustainability advocates ar nonprofit organizations. We will use the following outreach 
strategies to listen and gather feedback from the community, adjusting our operations when appropriate. These 
events also provide our team with opportunities to raise awareness around our service and provide important 
educational materials. For more information on our work with neighborhood associations and local residents, please 
see page 7. 

Engaging with During last year's e-scooter pilot, our team met with ADA25 — anon-profit organization 
Disability Advocacy committed to developing and building a network of leaders with disabilities in the Chicago 
Groups ;region. Bird learned about some of the challenges facing the disability community, including 

`sidewalk clutter. We will continue to work with this organization, as well as the Chicago 
Lighthouse, Access Living and others during the second pilot to demonstrate our new lock-to 
technology and gather feedback on our adaptive vehicles. 
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Business-focused 'Bird brings together focus groups or open house events to collect feedback and introduce 
Engagement small businesses and merchant associations to Bird, making sure we are listening and 

', implementing feedback and suggestions. We also use these events to highlight new features 
such as Bird Pay. Through the program, we provide free featured placement on our in-app 
map to encourage local commerce and promote cities vibrant network of healthy retail 
corridors. We also work with small business owners, including local minority-awned and 
women-owned businesses, to develop joint rider incentives that stimulate the local economy 
and promote shop local initiatives. 

Transportation & ' Similar to the event we hosted in Chicago last August, Bird will convene roundtables with 
Safety Roundtables: 'stakeholders representing local citywide organizations, entrepreneurs, sustainability 

advocates, and mobility leaders working an tackling major transportation challenges within 
'the city. 

Workforce ', Bird will continue to engage with local workforce development agencies, including the 
Development 'Chicago Cook Workforce Partnership, Safer Foundation, UCAN, and the Better Boys 
Partnerships: Foundation to highlight programs such as Bird Access (detailed on page 9} and employment 

'opportunities. For mare information, please see page 2i. See Appendix P for letters of 
support. 

9 

Bird has the ability tn, and will meet ail of the outreach and educational requirements as outlined in Paragraph VII (13) 
of this terms and conditions document. 

Educational Bird's Government Partnerships and Brand team has experience working with transit 
Messages wi#hin 'agencies to create informative billboards and posters that educate transit users on safe 
CTA Trains, Buses, 'scooter riding and parking behaviors. We will reach out to CTA to explore creating similar 
Stations and Stops 'campaigns in Chicago. 
Social Media `Bird often uses our social media platforms to amplify educational messages to broad 
Educational '; audiences. In Chicago, we will create a social media educational campaign that addresses 
Messaging: the following five topics: (i) proper riding; (ii) proper parking; (iii} sharing the bike lane; (iv) 

'riding with the flow of traffic; and (v) what to do in the event of a crash. Bird will share the 
campaign across our social media platforms at least three times per week far the duration of 

'the Second Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot. We will also provide these assets to the Gity of 
'Chicago's SAFE Ambassadors and Vision Zero team to share on their awn social media 
'; platforms. 

Partnering with the '; Bird will work with the CPD in Vision Zero areas and in the pilot area to provide free helmets. 
Chicago Police :Our local team will also partner on scooter education at least once per month, with a 
Department: 'particular focus on the following CPD districts: 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 22, 25. As part of this 

outreach, Bird will engage with the CPD for National Night Out, offering free rides and 
helmets for participating residents of the city. 

Partnering with City Our team will work with the City's SAFE Ambassadors at a minimum of two community 
of Chicago SAFE events an the West and South sides each month, for a total of eight community events. ':
Ambassadors 'During these events, Bird will offer our learn-to-ride training program, s.h.a.r.e. (detailed on 

pages 10-11), as well provide free helmets. As part of this partnership, Bird would like to 
offer the use of our service center as a space to hold community events such as these. 
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Bird makes helmets accessible to riders through multiple channels, including both in-person and in-app giveaways. 
To date we have provided over 70,000 helmets to riders across the U.S. Initiatives for the City of Chicago include: 
Free Helmet Orders: Riders can request a helmet online through our website (https://birdhelmets.myshapify.com/) or 
through the Bird app. Helmets are free and riders are only required to pay for shipping costs. Bird prioritizes 
safeguards that protect public health, like contactless delivery options for our helmets and other Safety Marketplace 
items, detailed further below. 
Helmet Giveaways: Bird will host our own in-person helmet giveaways, as well as partner with local businesses, 
nonprofits, event organizers and organizations such as the Chicago Police Department to safely distribute free 
helmets to the City's residents. Bird will ensure all in-person distribution is conducted in a responsible manner that 
adheres to Chicago Department of Public Health guidance. 
Safety Marketplace: Bird's Safety Marketplace provides riders an in-app selection of curated and discounted safety 
products, including helmets and protective gear. 

i. plan tts in~centiviz~ heim~:t use ~rnong riders. 
Designed specifically to incentivize helmet use among riders, Bird's first-of-its-kind Helmet Selfie program rewards 
our users with free ride credits every time they wear a helmet while Girding. At the end of each trip, after the end of 
ride compliance photo, we invite riders to take a selfie. Using helmet detection software, Bird rewards those riders 
wearing a helmet with incentives, such as future ride credits. Riders are also encouraged to share their selfie via 
social media and include the hashtag #BirdHelmetSelfie to help promote broader adoption and use of helmets. 
Please see Appendix E for screenshats of our Helmet Selfie feature. 
In addition to offering free helmets through our website and Bird app, our Safety Marketplace incentivizes helmet use 
by offering awide-range of discounted helmets available for purchase. Bird also incentivizes riders to wear helmets 
before each ride through In-App Reminders and Quizzes. 

During these unprecedented times, we understand the importance of remaining flexible and responsive. Our team is 
proactively adapting our outreach and education strategies to create tailored plans that meet the needs of the 
communities we serve. In Chicago, as the city enters `Phase III: Cautiously Reopen,' Bird will work closely with city 
officials to ensure that any in-person events adhere to Chicago Department of Public Health guidelines. Our team will 
also engage with community stakeholders to gather feedback in-advance of any potential events, making sure we 
listen to local concerns and prioritize first and foremost the health and safety of our community members. We 
recognize that for some of our customers, particularly those without smartphone or Internet access, our in-person 
events will remain a critical engagement tool. 

Bird will implement event size limits and require pre-event signups to avoid 
overcrowding. While our events will be smaller, Bird will increase the number of events we hold to ensure all those 
who wish to attend are able. At the events, we will use signage and physical barriers to help enforce social distancing 
measures. Other safety precautions include Bird staff handling and passing out our free helmets to avoid 
contamination, and providing event attendees with hand sanitizer, gloves and masks. During how-to-ride events, we 
will sanitize scooters between use per CDC guidelines. 

Bird has launched new rider educational materials on our website and the Bird app 
to help keep riders informed on the latest safety recommendations when Birding. This includes washing their hands 
regularly and maintaining six feet of space between themselves and other road users. Examples of our new 
COVID-19 safety outreach and rider education communications can be found in Appendix B. 
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8. Operations (15%) 

Our proposed operational plan for deploying and redistributing devices is grounded in our experience serving 
Chicago and other similar sized cities, as well as program management knowledge acquired from providing millions 
of rides while scaling and operating deployments in Aver 125 markets around the world. 

Bird's devices will be deployed and available to users between the hours of 5:00 am and 
10:00 pm. Bird will achieve coverage across our Chicago service area by utilizing strategic deployment hubs called 
"Nests." Our operations platform uses state-of-the-art predictive modeling technology to determine which Nests 
require deployments throughout the day based on vehicle concentration, time of day, and local requirements. Bird's 
team of urban planners, data scientists, and operations specialists have positioned Nests throughoufi the City of 
Chicago based on a number of factors and data points, including: 
• City Requirements: Avoiding any areas designated as off-limits to shared scooter parking. 
• Equity Considerations: Equitable distribution across all 20 Sub-Priority Areas. 
• Existing Transportation Infrastructure: CTA bus and train stations; bicycle racks. 
• Transportation Demand: Job and housing density; key points of interest. 
• Physical Infrastructure: Safe bike facilities; pedestrian friendliness; ample parking space for micromobility 

devices; maintaining ADA access; new Our Streets routes. 
• City and Community Input: Insights gained through engagement with the City of Chicago, community-based 

organizations and the public at large. 
Bird Nests are virtual and dynamic and can be easily changed and repositioned, enabling us to adjust our operations 
based on the changing needs of the community. This has enabled Bird to be proactive in adjusting our Nest 
placements in cities around the world during the current COVID-19 pandemic to ensure the communities we serve 
continue to have access to critical services such as healthcare services and grocery stores to reduce food insecurity 
in underserved neighborhoods. 
As Chicago continues to implement `Phase III: Cautiously Reopen,' Bird will work with city officials to adjust ar add 
additional Nest locations to support access to essential services, as well as local businesses. Our service will provide 
Chicago's residents with a flexible point-to-point physically-distant transportation mode, lowering the burden on the 
city's public transport system. To support these efforts, Bird will look to work with the Chicago Transit Authority and 
their new Ridership Information Dashboard that tracks general capacity levels, based on prior two weeks of ridership, 
for each hour of the day. Using this data, Bird hopes to align our Nests and daily deployments with those routes with 
the highest demands to provide customers with an alternative transportation option. For more information an how 
Bird plans on supporting public transport throughout the city, please see page 22. 

Bird's local operations team will actively monitor and redistribute our e-scooters 
across the service area during operational hours from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. We also deploy team members to patrol 
throughout the city, focusing on areas where ride and pedestrian density is greatest. They will also respond to 
requests from the public for rebalancing.

For more information an how we mitigate 
the need for extensive rebalancing, please see page 17. 

To support our rebalancing efforts, Bird 
provides riders incentives to rebalance e-scooters to designated parking locations. Eligible e-scooters are highlighted 
in the in-app map using the "$" symbol. Riders can unlock the scooter and enjoy a free ride (up to 15 minutes) if they 
end the ride in an area that needs rebalancing. After confirming compliant parking through end-of-ride photo 
verification, riders also receive $1 toward their next ride. Please see Appendix E for screenshots of this feature. 
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practices. 
Bird is committed to preventing the potential negative impacts of vehicles used to retrieve, rebalance or recharge 
devices, and we have implemented a number of strategies to do our part to minimize street interference by 
maximizing efficiencies and streamlining our operations. 

As part of our operations onbaarding process, we thoroughly train all 
staff and contractors on how to safely and responsibly deploy, retrieve and rebalance our e-scooters. We conduct this 
training both in-person and using Dozuki, an online skills platform that offers the industry standard for instructional 
workplace videos. Team members are directed to be cognizant and ensure they follow all local laws and regulations 
when using vehicles to load and unload Birds in the street. Our instructional videos detail important areas to avoid 
parking, which include, but are not limited to: double parking; on or blocking ADA ramps; along red curbs; blocking 
bike lanes, bus stops or crosswalks; blocking lanes of traffic; blocking driveways; blocking access to fire hydrants; or 
on private property without permission. 

Extending Battery 
Range and Charge- 
Hold Time 

Energy-efficient and Bird will ensuring all 
Sustainable Service In addition, we will continue to prioritize energy efficient operations 
Center ':through the use of and the same  

to ensure we consume minimal energy for daily activities. 
Rebalancing and Bird will explore the use of cargo trikes for use during our deployment and rebalancing 
Clustering with ''operations — 
Cargo Trikes 
Partnering with In December 2019, Bird launched proprietary low-profile charging docks and installed them 
Local Businesses ':for open, shared use in the City of Santa Monica. In order to reduce our charging related 
and Corporate VMT, we are exploring opportunities with local business owners and residential complexes to 
Complexes to Install `` bring these docks to Chicago. Our goal is to round the city for use 
Charging Docks ,during the pilot 

`We provide including cargo 
bikes.  

Rider Rebalancing We provide incentives to riders to rebalance e-scooters to designated parking locations to 
help cluster devices and reduce van trips. See Appendix E for screenshots. 
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In addition to reducing our operational environmental impacts through extending the lifespan 
of our vehicles, we follow a strict plan to replace our devices responsibly. When a vehicle reaches the end of its 
usable life, it is replaced with a new vehicle in the market. The retired vehicle is broken down to component parts, 
which are inspected and tested for reuse on other scooters to reduce the environmental impact of repairs. Battery 
packs in general have a comparatively high carbon footprint and so we specifically designed them to be both durable 
and reusable.

Bird uses the following strategies to prevent an overcrowding of unused devices in high-demand areas and to mitigate 
the need for extensive rebalancing: 

~_. ,~1~~~ ~~~~c~ ~~~~bilitie~ ~ €~a~~~ar~~ ~~1~►~ ~~~ra~ic~z~s u~ e;~~~~_~~~~ ~ ~~ar~ ~ie~~ r~~ g~:~g~°~ y of rnr: . ~, e, 

Bird has experience managing e-scooter programs covering large operational areas, including Phoenix, AZ (225 sq/ 
miles) and Los Angeles, CA (167 sq/miles). We currently operate in nine cities with fleets of 5,000 vehicles or more, 
including cities with multiple vehicle form factors, parking and lock-to requirements. To support these operations, we 
have developed industry-leading hardware, software, data sharing, and fleet maintenance operations designed to run 
and maintain our vehicle sharing service at the highest level. Bird's proprietary fleet management software was 
developed by our team specifically for large shared vehicle networks, enabling us to run our service 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 
To further support with our operations in Chicago, Bird will be assigning each of the 20 Sub-Priority Areas a dedicated 
fleet manager that will be responsible for overseeing operations in that location. 

Bird uses Zendesk, the leading provider of cloud-based customer service software, for collecting, responding to and 
documenting complaints across all of our customer service channels: 

Toll-free phone number 1-866-2Q5-2442. Instagram ' @Bird 

Website http://www.bird.co Online Form ~a~== ~~~~~~,~ :: = ~ ~~ 

Email _ Live Text-to-Chat .Available in App 

Twitter @BirdRide In-app Community Mode See Appendix E 
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When we receive a complaint, our customer service team leads the response by following the below process. 
Classify - A customer service representative creates a ticket in our internal tracking tool categorizing the complaint 
and listing relevant details. If needed, they collect additional details from the submitter to more clearly understand the 
issue. 
Route &Resolve -CSR refers the issue to the relevant internal team for resolution. This would be the local 
operations team for an issue such as a tipped or improperly parked Bird. CSRs handle simple issues independently. 
When resolved, the CSR closes the ticket. All resolved complaints are stored via Zendesk for reporting purposes. 
Educate - In cases where user behavior is an issue, such as unsafe riding or parking, a CSR can designate the User 
to receive educational materials relevant to their behavior (such as an email on parking etiquette}. For repeat 
violations, we issue escalating warnings and fines, or even account terminations when warranted. 
Serious Complaints -Certain sensitive issues require additional care and are escalated to Bird's Trust &Safety 
team, which handles injury reports, property damage alerts, law enforcement requests and complicated support 
issues. We follow specific protocols and, if necessary, the Trust &Safety team escalates incidents to the relevant 
local authorities. 
At the request of the City, Bird can provide records of complaints via a fiat file report in CSV or PDF format. 

~~6da ~ ~aroact~ ~€~ r~air~t~;~~~~~ff~~, cl~ar~i g and re~aair of devic~:~ as well as safety cE~~,a<: ? o
must include its flan to maintain clean and s~n~tary deices, ir►c utiing additit~r~ sr~~=~~~~~,$ ~ ~~~:~:;~~v~~.~ ~„~3~ s, 
she Gt~vid-f 9 panderrric. 7"he applicant must include its process for customers tcz r~~tif~r tt~~ ~caa~~~~r~~~ r~~ ri~f~~~r 
end maintenance issues and procedures for rernovinq the device from service. 

F~l~C~" ~' ~..~~ . We generally learn a Bird may require 
maintenance through one of the following safety check protocols or cusfiomer notification channels, which collectively 
enable multiple touch points per vehicle per day. We remotely lock any vehicle flagged as requiring maintenance, 
removing it from our Bird app and making it unavailable to rent. Our on-the-ground team will retrieve any scooter that 
is non-functional due to a depleted battery or other damage within 2 hours of knowledge of the location of such 
scooter. 

r' 
__ ,_ ._ 

In-field Diagnosis During field operations, a team member notices a Field team members inspect 
maintenance or cosmetic issue. each Bird every day. 

Service Center Inspection Upon arrival at a service center, a Bird is found to have Each Bird enters a service 
a maintenance need during our regular multi-point center for charging at least 
inspection. once a week. 

Rider Feedback A Bird rider flags an issue in their in-app post-ride Every time a user interacts 
feedback. with a Bird. 

Community Mode and Community Mode enables riders and non-riders to 2417. 
Other Community report issues directly from the Bird app. Bird also 
Feedback Channels collects feedback via email, phone, social media and 

our website. See page 17 far more details. 

In-Field Maintenance -Our local operations team conducts an in-field diagnosis of the vehicle. If a Bird is in need of 
repair, they perform basic maintenance on the spot to reduce our operational VMT or flag the Bird for further 
attention and pickup for repair. 
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Service Center Maintenance -Every Bird that arrives at a local service center undergoes a full inspection, even if it 
is just visiting for charging. On average, vehicles visit a service center at least once a week, and all vehicles undergo 
this same rigorous process before being deployed to the field. 

Mechanic scans Bird and puts it through a If in good working order: The Bird proceeds through the service center 
multi-point inspection covering all parts of charging flow. Our local team then cleans and sanitizes the vehicle 
the vehicle, organized by: before it is redeployed. 
• Handlebar. ' If the Bird has a repair need: The mechanic marks the specific issue 

Chassis -External components. 'and places the Bird in the repair queue. Birds are repaired by trained 
• Chassis - Internal components. mechanics, with each service logged in detail in the mechanic's app. 
• Functional Inspection. After service, the mechanic tests the Bird again using our mul#i-point 

Other Individual Parts. 'checklist. The service center's supervising mechanic then inspects a final 
time before deployment. Staff give all vehicles a "Bird Bath" at the exit 
station to ensure they are clean and sanitized before returning to the 
field. 

Bird will record, and provide to the City upon request, the following scooter maintenance information: (i) the frequency 
and extent of scooter maintenance and cleaning; (ii) employees, services, or contractors conducting scooter 
maintenance far the vendor; (iii) the average lifespan of main scooter parts, and (iv) the vendor's scooter disposal and 
recycling practice. 

During this time of increased public 
concern, Bird continues to maintain the highest-standards of vehicle cleanliness. Traditionally, we have utilized two 
classes of device cleaning: daily field cleanings and more in-depth, weekly 'Bird Baths' at our local service centers. In 
response to COVID-19, Bird has updated both of these processes to ensure our vehicles are not just cleaned but are 
also thoroughly sanitized. Our new multi-point sanitization protocol ensures the entire e-scooter is disinfected using 
only Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) approved cleaning agents. The new process is based on 
CDC guidelines and features a number of best practices designed to protect the safety of both our team and our 
riders, including disinfecting all workstation surfaces before and after sanitizing each vehicle, and the use of safety 
glasses and nitrite gloves. For more information on our COVID-19 Sanitization process, please see Appendix G. 
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Our local team will follow Bird's standard operating procedures to quickly retrieve devices that are outside the pilot 
area within two hours, including beyond city limits, within geafenced no-zones and in bodies of water. Bird will 
prioritize retrievals and corrections of scooters reported as a hazard for people with disabilities and those reported as 
interfering with the operations of the Chicago Transit authority. Any device outside the pilot area will not be made 
available for rent until returned to the pilot area. In addition, if directed by the Commissioner, we will temporarily 
remove our scooters from the ground, in order to address concerns posed by inclement weather pr otherwise to 
protect the health and safety of the residents of the City. In addition, Bird acknowledges and agrees to follow all of the 
requirements in Section 11-4-1410 of the City Code. 
Bird will continuously monitor our fleet across the entire pilot area and will proactively identify issues using the 
following tools: 
Geofencing Technology -Bird will use our advanced geofencing technology to create no-ride zones, restricting the 
use of our scooters on the Bloomingdale Trail (the 606), in the Central Business District and on the Lakefront Trail. 
Our geo-speed tools will also enable us to decelerate and ultimately stop any scooter that is being operated from 
inside the pilot area to a quarter of a mile outside of the pilot area. All in-use vehicles transmit GPS data as often 
as every second while in use to ensure precision in geofencing. At the request of the Commissioner, Bird will 
also use geofences to restrict operations in certain areas, including, but not limited to, during special events or 
emergencies, or during public safety, or operational needs as determined by the Commissioner, to exclude areas 
outside of the jurisdiction of the City, or based on data, complaints, or other information gathered during the pilot 
program. 
On-device technology -

Customer Service Channels -Bird collects information an devices in need of retrieval from riders, city partners and 
the public at large through various customer service channels, including our in-app Community Mode feature. See 
page 17 for more information. 
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Once Bird is alerted through one of the above channels that a device is in need of retrieval, we immediately dispatch 
the nearest on-the-ground team member using the Operator Mode of the Bird app, which allows them to view its 
location and the nature of the suspected issue. Any scooter parked outside of the pilot area will be retrieved by our 
team within two hours of knowledge of the location of such scooter. Bird will also prioritize retrievals and corrections of 
scooters reported as a hazard far people with disabilities and those reported as interfering with the operations of the 
Chicago Transit authority. 
In the event of submergence, severe damage, or abattery-related concern, we will send a special operations team to 
retrieve the vehicle within 24 hours of knowledge of the incident. This team is trained in advanced safety practices 
and is equipped with protective gear (gloves, goggles, etc.) and safety equipment, including a fire extinguisher and 
fire blanket. Bird Two's sophisticated water-proof casing protects the battery in up to 30 feet of water and limits 
potential adverse effects on the City's waterways. If submerged vehicles become a pattern at a certain location, Bird 
will implement no-parking zones or na-ride zones to prevent vehicles from nearing the area. 

Bird will grow our local team by hiring staff from the Chicago community, bringing meaningful full-time and contract 
employment opportunities to the city. We pay competitive, living wages and provide flexible contractor work 
arrangements that enable earning opportunities to fit around an individual's schedule. 

 

Bird will focus on bringing jobs to the communities that need them most: that is the commitment we made to Chicago 
during the 2019 pilot, and we continue to stand behind that promise today. Last year, Bird hired 96% of our team from 
Chicago, exceeding the City's requirement by 21%. We also developed a partnership with Safer Foundation —one of 
the nation's largest not-for-profit providers of services designed exclusively for people with criminal records —hiring a 
number of their clients as part of our local operations team. Please see Appendix P for letters of support. 
Bird will continue our partnership with Safer Foundation, as well as other workforce development agencies working 
within the City's Opportunity Zones such as UCAN, Northwest Side Housing Center and the Better Boys Foundation 
— renewing our commitment to hire Chicagoans that have been historically disadvantaged in participating in the local 
economy. As part of these efforts, Bird will share detailed job descriptions and employment opportunities to create a 
direct pipeline between their workforce placement program and our hiring process. In the weeks leading up to our 
launch, Bird will publicize and host a set of in-person informational and interview sessions to recruit local candidates. 
Our anticipated staffing structure for Chicago, along with our hiring needs are listed on the following page. 

_~ ;~~s ~~, . ~~~ _ 
Operations leadership (General Oversee field and service center teams; liaise with Full-Time, In-House 
Manager; Operations Associates) City and Community partners. 
Field team (Bird Watchers, Deploy, rebalance and collect Birds for charging or . Full-Time, hired through 
Drivers) 'maintenance. ` local staffing company 
Service center team (Service 'Maintain, clean, and charge Birds at central ;Full-Time, hired through 
Center Associates; Mechanics) maintenance hubs. local staffing company 

Fleet Managers 'Collect, charge, and re-deploy any Birds not Independent contractor 
.:charged at service center. 

Bringing New Employment Opportunities to Chicago -Drawing on the expertise of our existing network of 
independent contractors, as well as local business owners and entrepreneurs, Bird is piloting an operations model to 
support the community, sub-contracting with individuals who may be underemployed as a result of the dramatic 
impact of COVID-19 on the economy. Through this pilot, Bird is providing a meaningful opportunity for income to 
individuals who have demonstrated the capacity to fully manage a portion of our fleet. Each local sub-contractor must 
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have substantive experience successfully deploying, charging and collecting Bird's e-scooters, or similar 
demonstrable on-the-ground operational experience in another field. 
As the leader in an emerging industry, we regularly test new, innovative operational strategies to strengthen the 
quality of our service. Since beginning our work in Chicago, we have relied on the city's local talent to inform our 
efforts to customize our service for the community. As we explore opportunities with the City to bring this pilot to 
Chicago, Bird will work closely with not-for-profit and chambers of commerce that represent the interest of local 
minority-owned and women-owned businesses to support our recruiting efforts. Bird will report on the success of this 
pilot, and will inform the City of any future plans to expand the program. 

tit ~}(.~,~ f~'se~ } n:np Ef.r ~,,.~r~r~~s ra€~ ^"`'1~1"~#~ sex ;'xs-ae3 ~a#de ~a~ ^~ r^~ ~~~ ~ii~ ~ €r _. F'?'~~ ~ _~?~'~~ _. _ _6.. ~ I,~ 

Bird's tailored e-scooter service will complement and augment the city's existing transit service, while supporting the 
region's wider transportation goals around affordability, accessibility and connectivity, as outlined in the 2018-2023 
Strategic Plan, Invest in Transit. Reports generated through our work with transit agencies across the U.S. and 
Europe have shown Bird e-scooters triple the size of the radius within which users can reach high-quality transit in 
under 15 minutes. Our vehicles stand out among other modal options far their ability to flexibly and conveniently serve 
first- and last-mile trips.

By working in 
partnership with the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), and TransitApp — a 
third-party transit planning &payment app —Bird aims to increase these numbers in 2020. 
Using the following strategies, Bird will offer Chicagoans an accessible and socially-distanced form of transportation 
that empowers them to more easily navigate their local neighborhoods, as well as connect to the wider region via the 
city's thriving transit system. 

For more information on Bird's experience working with transit agencies and third-party transit apps from around the 
world, please see Appendix A. 

~. T`~C~'t C3~t3t~. y t~C~ I~t~Uv~tiUt1(3°!0} 

!, tIOW ~ tti°C7li~f~ !)SE' `1ISt1~~ 'c~i'1C~ ~xIIC~I~OC~ i~~~('tS Cl1"I ~~1E'• {?r'tt r rz ~.̀~ci'~ ~(~ ~~;lTi€"Y?? ('1 E' i~t` 4 '~' ~'l t"(L~E,'i"5 ~~ 1ST€', ;£~ ~}j CE',t~l.ill'ETl 1 

~~icic~rs t;~ r<~ly c~i~ 5rn~xt~trat~~r~~ notifir...~~tic~n5}. 
Bird's e-scooters are equipped with visual and auditory alerts, which we use to communicate with riders instead of 
requiring them to rely on smartphone notifications. For example, our scooters will chirp when a rider enters a geo-
fenced area, such as a no-ride or no-park zone, as well as display a visual notification on the vehicle odometer. Bird's 
Bluetoath locks will also emit an auditory alert and flash blue when they have been successfully unlocked. 
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Bird is committed to being a transparent data sharing partner to help the City meet Pilot Objectives and Goals, 
including better understanding the purposes of e-scooter trips. In 2020, Bird made a significant investment to 
demonstrate accountability and transparency in our data sharing by overhauling internal data systems pipeline to 
provide real-time data to our city partners through agency MDS. As a result, we are able to provide cities with the 
most up-ta-date information in the e-scooter industry about vehicle statuses, traffic patterns and other events in 
public spaces. 
In addition to providing the City with data feeds that are compliant with MDS and City standards (as detailed an 
pages 23-24), Bird can create a customized Performance Scorecard to help the City measure our progress toward 
meeting the Pilot Objectives and Goals. Bird will also offer our engineering and product resources to the City to help 
create customized data management and fleet monitoring systems tailored to helping Chicago better understand the 
purposes of scooter trips. The Dashboard can provide aggregate statistics from a variety of perspectives, including 
today, yesterday, week to date, month to date, and all-time. in addition, the Dashboard can provide visualizations of 
trip origins and destinations. The dashboard also includes charts that can give insight into how riders interact with the 
service, such as number of daily, weekly, and monthly riders; number of rides per rider per day; and duration of rides 
per day. 
Bird will not require users to share their private data with third parties in order to use our scooters. Bird will allow 
users to opt-in (not to opt-out) to providing access to their contacts, photos, files, other private data and third-party 
data sharing only with clear notice to the customer. 

Bird will conduct a 10-step verification process, detailed below, to ensure our data feeds are compliant with MDS and 
City standards, as provided in Paragraph VII(16), before Pifot launch.

At each step, Bird will confirm the correct events have been emitted and that our internal counts have updated 
appropriately. In addition to conducting our own verification process, Bird will cooperate with the City's Department of 
Department of Assets, Information, and Services to confirm we have the appropriate technological capability. We 
understand, and acknowledge, the following requirements will apply regarding data sharing: 

(a) The City may update data requirements at any time during the term of the pilot program and require Bird to use 
the most current version of the requirements. 
(b) Bird must establish and share API endpoints that adhere to the latest Mobility Data Specification API ("MDS", 
available at °~° ~ ;~ ~~x° 
(c) Bird must provide a data sharing API that is compatible with the latest GBFS specification that can be found at: ,~ 
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(d) Bird must ensure that the City, including its contractors and employees, is provided with authentication tokens for 
accessing the MDS data. Email communication from the Commissioner of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection 
that a contractor or employee is working on behalf of the City will be sufficient evidence for Bird to provide access to 
MDS feeds to the contractor or employee under this subsection. 
(e) Bird will provide other data sets related to the pilot program as requested by the City. 
(f) Bird will accompany any data made available to the City by an attestation, made under penalty of perjury, that the 
data submitted is accurate and complete. 
(g) Bird will assist the City in distributing an online survey to its customers upon request. 

In addition, if Bird knows or suspects that any criminal activity is taking place in relation to the pilot program, we will 
immediately notify and cooperate with the Chicago Police Department. Our cooperation with the Chicago Police 
Department, will include, but is not limited to, sharing information and data pertinent to the criminal activity to the 
extent permitted by law. 

'f D. Experience end 4~~lificatio~~ {10%} 

i. The applicant rrtust describe their o eratirt exper~ertce in ~. : ~ . . .: 
~pp~ic nt dep0ayed a I~rg fleet t~ v hicle~. The applicant shaulci I~tciu ~ tt~e ~olfc~vvi~~ ir~farr~~ ~ic~r~ P~~€~t 
each relevant city: 
11. The rrtaximu f(e~i size deplayec! in tFte first mor~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . . 
B. Total trips prc~vid~d during the first month of ctp~ra~ti~s~ 
~. Duration ref o~eratio~ 

Many of Bird's markets require us to quickly scale-up our fleet over a limited period upon launch. Our team has 
experience working side by side with cities to da this responsibly and appropriately, and we look forward to doing the 
same with Chicago. There are other events, such as post-winter relaunches, that further demonstrate Bird's ability to 
scale in 30-days. For example: Paris, France -from 985 e-scooters to 7,879 during March/April 2019; Los Angeles, 
CA -from 1,568 e-scooters to 5,377 during March/April 2019; Austin, TX -from 1,456 to 4,976 during Feb/March 
2019; and Atlanta, GA -from 747 e-scooters to 3,518 during March/April 2019. 

pity/State s pity Bird's Current ~ A. Maximum fleet B. Total trips provided 
Population ~ Vehicle Gap ~ size deployed in ~ durinr~ ttae fiirst month 

?the first month of ! of c~ eratic~n 

~ C. Duration of 
~ operatit~n 

Los Angeles, CA :3,900,000 6,500 160 941 :Since Sept. 2017 

San Diego, CA ;1,407,Q00 ' 6,000 ' 776 34,000 "Since Jan. 2018 

Dallas, TX 1,318,000 4,000 1600 76,000 - Since June 2018 

Atlanta, GA 472,000 ' 2,000 ' 783 45,000 Since May 2018 

Paris, France 2,148,000 2,950 , 531 50,000 Since Aug. 2018 

Tel Aviv, Israel 435,855 ; 2,800 , 338 15,000 Since Aug. 2018 

ii. Does the applicant have sufficient financial capacity {including but not limited to cash flag andfar cash 
reserves} to rerna~n in service fpr the futl durai;ion of the Second Phase S~avter Sharing Pi(at program v~hile 
meeting al! pilot r~quirem~nts, inctudinc~ fleet size; ~r~d staffing opacity? Thy applicant must ~h~ose '`A" or 
Gf 

A. Yes, the applicant has sufficient financ~ai capacity to meet the requirements stated in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Please see supporting documentation in Appendix N. 
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Transit Agency Partnerships 

: Integration of information Created dedicated scooter parking and Bird Nests 
Paris, France (strategic deployment areas) at two major train stations 

'; (Gare du Nord and Gare de Lyon}, enabling multimodal 
trips to national and continental rail service. 

 . Integration of information Worked with agency staff to identify and create Nests at 
Austin, TX top 20 bus stops (by boardings/alightings). 

nte ration of information, 
g ~  

.Provided Bird GBFS feed for mobile 
Dallas, TX trip planning and booking. app. Users can see available Birds alongside real-time 

transit information. 

Integration of information Created Bird Nests and dedicated parking areas at 
strategic areas near bus stops to encourage 

Memphis, TN ' multimodal trips. 

Integration of information, :Bird has an exclusive partnership with 
Third-party transit planning -:trip planning and booking. ,providing third-party trip planning and fare integration in 
& payment app Denver, Santa Monica and throughout Canada. Using 

travelers can view multimodal itineraries 
including public transit, as well as book and pay for a Bird 
trip directly within the app. 

Integration of information, Bird partners with in Antwerp, Belgium, enabling 
Third-party transit planning trip planning and booking. ' riders to view, plan, book and pay for muitimodal 
& payment app itineraries that include Bird and public transit trips within 

the app. 
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COVID-19 Education and Outreach 
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Parking Infrastructure and Signage 
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Sidewalk Riding Prevention Technology 

fl:6t .,~I'i~ ~ 

"With millions of people embracing shared elecfric 
micromobility and cities everywhere commiffing more 
resources to the development of bike and micromobility 
lanes, we wanted to ensure that riders could more easily 
navigate and utilize city infrastructure. By working with 
Trailze to pilot Bird Maps in Paris and Tel Aviv —two 
cities that have recently committed to and developed 
additional bike lanes — we are making it easier for riders 
to fee! more comfortable and safe as they move about 
their cifies without relying upon cars and Nape to pave 
the way for increased adoption and usage of c%an 
transportation. " 

Patrick Studener, Head of Bird EMEA 

t.... P.~ ti + ~r. : . .. .. no 
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Cash Payment Options 

Bird offers all riders a simple way for any rider to add a cash balance to their Bird account across a network of 
participating retail locations. By unlocking access to Bird as an affordable transportation option #or unbanked riders, 
Bird is able to better support underserved areas and expand to serve more portions of the population. 
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s.h.a.r.e. Case Study 

CASE STUDY 

s. .a.r.e 
~~ 

Ir. 2dt9, aird'neld ove; 900 s.h.a.r.e (safely) events .n cities across the world, fr~~m Tampa and Tucson, to Missouri 

and Mar,eiiles. tiVe l~eid many of these events in partnership wiih cornmurity groups (i.e. Walk Hike Nashville}, at 

exUting i~cai events (i.e. My 81ock My Hood 5k in Chicago, Fampa's Boom by she Etay). and working alongside our 

univea sity parEners (i.e. Missouri St~.ident Union, University n. f Utah TYanspc>rtat~or Expo). 

At the events. tive emphasize the foi3owing 

principle; through education, virtual reality, 

~arid d~~no rides ari Eird vehicles: 

afe riding 
NndyofA traffic ontl Nikp laaos with rnre, 

~ L 

~ eightened awareness 
p AnGrip~te wha~~Uiers mi~h2 uo. 

'~'. ~." 

(ways alert 
Sure She series urd music for after the riCp. 

aspect far pedestrians 
Yioic and kseN w Wkways ccce ss:MS. 

` very voice matters 
v~3~~rc.YAvecl ~o Hale Yo:ir c~r~ma;m_~~r. i~.strvvis. 

"S.h.a.r.e events are designed for the 
entire community, whether you're 

someone who is considering riding for the 
first time, or you've just completed your 

100th ride. The safety messaging not only 
lays the safety groundwork, but reinforces 

and reminds riders of best practices." 

l~neYtvin,~~ ;vo:;dyarci. 
Conirnunify Relations Manager ~ar~r ras*r, ~ n-
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Parking Map 
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Bird Chicago 
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Certificate of Insurance 



A`~~~'K~@ CERTIFICATE 4F LIABILITY INSURANCE 
V 

~~21 ~~~NYYY) 

THIS CERTIFICATE I5 ISSUEd AS A MATTER t~F INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON T!{E CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE ODES N4T AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW. TH15 CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(Sj, AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER. AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed. 
if SUBROGATIpN IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, cert~n policies may require an endorserrrent. A statement on 
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(sj. 

PRODUCER 
A~FtASH RISK & INSUfiANCE SERVICES 
FOUR EAdBARCADERb CENTER, SUITE 1100 

CONTACT 
NAME: 
PHONE fAX 
arc w e,n • +uc.rvo 
~~~~ Auoaess: CALIFORNIA LICENSE N0.4137353 

S,1N FRANCISCO, CA 94ai a 
WSURERS AFFORL~JGCOVERAGE NAIC# 

NJSURER A: ApOMO S case Mana ment Lt~i CNt2U0d6tOt-GAWUP•20-21 
INSURED . ~ 

&rd Pides, Inc, INSURER B : N,`A N%A 
--

~1SURER C : NlA ~'A 406 Broadway X369 
~NsuR~a o : hl'A ~'~a Santa Monica, CA 90a@7-2314 

INSURER E: 

INSURER F; 
OVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMHER~ SFA-00366d9tb-00 REVI510N NLIMF3ER~ 1 

THIS 1S 70 CERTlfY THAT THE PO~iCiES OF INSURANCE i.ISTEO BELOW HAVE BEEN tS5UED TO THE INSURED NAMED A80VE FOR THE PO~IGY PERIdD 
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM flR CONDlT10N OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WiTN RESPECT TO VNiICH THIS 
CERTIFICATE MAY BE 15SUED OR MAY PERTAIN.. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POUCtES DESCRIBED HEREIN I5 SUBJECT TO ALi. THE TERMS. 
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS Of SUCH POLICIES. L!MlTS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAMS. 

WSR 
LTR 7Yp~OFIN5URANCE ptlUCYMlNI06R 

POLICY EFF 
MRAlOCYYWY 

POLICY E7fP 
MM/DDfYYVY LIMITS 

A X COMMERgAlGEN6RAL LUt8tll7'Y 80509BOWCN200f)O78 O2iO112O20 02'D712Q29 EgCN OCCURRENCE S ~~~~~ 

CtAfviS-MADE n gCCUR 

- ...~ -- - 

PREM15ESfEeaccurtmce .. ._5 _...— _ .,— _.__...Z...._. ....~__._.._._ ~~,~ 
MED EXP (Any one person] S N;A 

PERSONAL&A~VINJURY S 5°~~~ 

GEN'LAGGREGATELMRAPPIIESPEft. GENERAL AGGREGATE S 5~~•~ 
X ~~~~, ~ PRO- ~ ~6C .7ECT PRtlDUCTS - CON'P/C>P AGG S 5.~~~ 

SIR 5 25d,000 OTHER. 
A/JTt1MOBIlEI.IABiUTY CO#vlBNEOSINGLELIMI7 

Ea acddrnp 
S

8001LY fJJURY (Per person) 5 ~~ ANY AUTO 
flWfdED SCHEOUlEO 
.AUTOS ONLY .AUTOS BODILY ~JJURY Per acddent} S 
N1REQ NON-OV~NEO 
AUTOS ONLY AUTOS ONLY 

PROPERTY DAMAGE 
iPeraccidenfi 

g 

S 

UINBRELLALIAB pCCUR EACHOCCURREP7GE $ 

AGGREGATE 5 EXCESS UAB CL4IMS-MADE 

DED RETENT~`JN 5 S 
WORKERS COMPEN5A710N 
AND EMP60YER5' LiA81U7Y Y 1 N 

PER OTN-
STANTE _ Eft 

EL. EACH ACCIDENT 5 ANYr'ROPRIETOR/PARTNERtEXECUTl1tE ("-"-'~ 
OFFtCERhdEMBEREXCWOED? 

~—~ 
NJA 

E.L DISEASE-EAEMPIOYEE 3 (MandalrryinNH) 
K yes. descrbe under 
DE5CRlPTiON OF OPERATIONS bebw E.L. DISEASE -POLICY LIMIT 5 

OESCRipT10NtlKtlPERATION51lOCAT10NStVEHICIES (ACORD101.AdditiarudRemerks5cixdule,nwybeatYached~tmaespaceisroqured~ 
The City of Chicago is inducted as addaional nwred where required by written coniracL This ir~suiance is prima} and non~contrbutory overany e~s6ng insurarCe and limited to fabilAy arising out d the flperalicns 
of the named insured su~ject to policy terms and conddions, The Genaral LialiGry policyevide~ced eEwve issuDject toa sell-inwred retention for various perils inwred. 

~ya:Ut~NJL1l~.C~1~13; M_~►Cya4~I1UC~J► 

City of G~icago 
30 N. LaSalle Street 
Suie 1100 
Chicago, IL 60602 

5WOUL0 ANY Of THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCElLEO BEFORE 
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NO'fiCE WILL BE DELIVERED IN 
ACCORdANCE WITM THE POLICY PROVISIONS. 

aunia~~zenaevnEsearanve 
ofM~sh Risk &lnsuraiwe Services 

Owen R. OaMey 

O 1988-2016 P 

ACORD 25 {2016/03) The ACORO name and toga are registered marks of ACORD 
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BLANKET ADbITIONAL INSUREC~S WITH PRIMARY 
ANO NON-CONTRI6UTORY WdRD1NG 

This endorsentient modifies insur~~cs under the faifowing: 

COMMERCIAL GEf~ERAI. L.IA8ILITY CUVERAG~ PART 

SEGTI4N (I - WHd iS AN INSURED is amended to include as ar Insured any person or 
organization described in paragraphs A. through !{. below whom a Named Insured is 
required to add as an additinnai insured an #his Coverage Part under a written contract or 
written agreement, provided such contract or agreement: 

(1) is currently in effect or becomes affective during the term of this Coverage Part; and 
{2) was executed prior to: 

{a) the "bodily injury" nr "property damage"; or 
{b) the offense chat caused the "personal and advellising injury", 

#or which such additional insured seeks coverage. 

However, subject always to the terms and conditions of this policy, including the limits of 
insurance, the Insurer will nat provide such additional insured with: 

(1) a higher limit of insurance than required by such contract nr agreement; ar 
~2~ coverage broader than required by such contract or agreement, end in na even# broader 
than that described by the applicable paragraph A. through K. below. 

Any coverage granted by this endorsement shalt apply Qnly to the extent permissibly by law. 

A. Controlling Interest 

Any person oar prganiza#ion with a controlling interest in a hlamed Insured, but only with 
respect to such perstn or organization's Lability for "bodily injury", "propeety damage" or 
"personal and advertising injury'" arising rrut af: 

1 such person or organization's financial contra! of a Named Insured; or 
2. premiss such person or organization owns, maintains or controls whip a Named 
Insured leases or occupies such premises; 

provided that the coverage granted by this paragraph does not apply to structural alterations, 
new construction or demolition flperatians performed by, an behalf af, or for such additional 
insured. 

B. Ga-owner of Insured Premises 

A co-owner of a premises co-owned by a Narned insured and covered under this insurance 
but anty with respect to such co-owner's liability for "bodily injury", "property damage" ar 
"per~onai and advertiaNng injury" as co-owner of such premises. 

Y~ 

iE ~~:r d via Pf'L ?rns 
9;qx r:if; rtoi t?k Srcrx?d 

~Coniract Leader 
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C. Grantor of Franchise 

Any person ar organization #hat has granted a franchise to a Darned Insured, but aniy with 
respect to such person or organization's liability for "br,diiy injury", "property damage" or 
"personal and advertis+ng injury" as grantor of a franchise to the ttiarned Ensured. 

D. Lessor of equipment 

Any person or organization tror~7 wham a Narned Insured leases equipment, but only with 
respect to IiabiN#y fiar "bodily injury", "property damage" or "personal and advertising in}ury" 
caused, in wn~le or in part, by fhe Named Insured"s maintenance, operation ar use of such 
equipmern, p~avided that t#~e "occurrence" giving rise io such "bodily injury", "property 
damage" ar the offransa giving risB to such '"person~i and advertising injury" t&keg place prior 
to the termination of such lease. 

E. Lessor of Land 

Any person or organization from whom a Named Insured leases land b~~ only with respectta 
liability for "bodily injury", "propertp damage" or "persona) and advertising injury" arising oui 
of the ownership,. maintenance or use of such land, provided that the "occurrence" giving 
rise to such "bodily injury"; "property damage"' or the ofifense giving rise to such "personal 
and advertising injury" takes place prior to the term+nation of such lease. The coverage 
granted by this paragraph does not apply to structural alterations, new con$truction or 
demolitir~n operation$ performed by, an behalf ~f, ~r for such additional insured. 

F. Lessor of Premises 

An owner or lessor of premises leased io the Named Insured, or such owner or Lessor's real 
estate manager, but only with respect to Gabi(ity for "bodily injury', "p~aperty damage" or 
"persona) and advertising injury" arising gut of the ownership, maintenance or use of such 
part of the premises leased to the Named Insured. and pravidcd #hat the "occur~enco"giving 
rise to such ''bodily injury" or "property damage", or the offense giving rise to such "persona 
and advertising injury", takes place prior tv the t~rrninatian o~ such lease. The c~verag~e 
granted by this paragraph does not appty to structural alterations, new canstructian or 
dernalltion operations performed by, on behalf of. or for such additional insured. 

G. Mdrtgag~e, Assignee or Receiver 

A mortgagee, assignee ar receiver pf premises but ony with respect to sort► mortgagee, 
assignee ~r receiver's liability for "bodily injury", "property damage" nr "personal and 
advertising injury" prising out of the Named Insu~ed's ownership, rnalrrtenance, or use of ~ 
premises by a lVarn~d Insured, 

The coverage granted by this paragraph does not apply to structural alterations, new 
construction or demolition operations performed by, on behalf of, or for such additional 
insured 

~r placx„i vi~~ PPl ?his 

brx ~:9I1 tye, br; S~r~erl 

Corrtract Leader 
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Fi. State or Governmental Agency dr Subdiv~sian or Political Subdivisions — Permi#s 

A state or governmental agency or subdivision ar political subdivision that has issued a 
permit or au#harizatifln but only with respect to such state or governmental agency or 
subdivision ar political subdivision's liability for "bodily injury", "property damage" or 
"personal and advertising injury" arising out af: 

the following hazards in connection with premises a Named fissured owns, rents, or 
controls and to which this insurance applies: 

a. the exisiene~, main#~n~nce. repair, construction, erection, ar removal of 
advertising signer awnings, canopies; cellar entrances, goat holes, driveways, 
manholes, marquees, hoist away openings, sidewalk vaults, street banners, 
or decaratians and sim3far exposures; or 

b. the canskru~tion, erection, or removal of elevators; or 
c. the ownership, maintenance or use of any elevators covered by this 

insurance; or 
the permitted or authorized operations performed by a Named Insured or on a 
Named ins~ared's behalf, 

The coverage granted by this paragraph does not apply ta: 

'Bodily injury", "property damage" or "personal and advertising injury" arisir~g 
out of operations performed for the state or governmental agency or 
subdivision or political subdivision: or 
"Bodily injury"' yr "properly damage" included within the "products-completed 
operations hazard". 

With respect to this provision's nequir~m8nt that additional insured stAtus must be requested 
under a written conkract or agreement, the Insurer will kreat as a written contract any 
governmental permit that requires the Named Insured to add the governmental entity as an 
additional Insured. 

Trade Show Event 1_essor 

~. With respect to e Named Insured's participation in a trade show event as an 
exhibitor, presenter or displayer, any person or organizakio~ whom the Named 
Insured is required to include as an additional insured, but only with r~sp~ct to such 
person ar organization`s liability fog "bodily injuryr", "property damage" ~r "personal 
and advertising ink-i 1y" caused by' 

a. the Tamed fnsured's acts or omissions; or 
b. the acCs or omissions of #hose acting an the Named (nsured's behalf, 

in the performance of the Named Ir~sure~'s ongoing operations at the trade show event 
premises during the trade show event. 

if ~,YIOGC:J YId PY'L. SIB: 

b6X :'Jtli t1QS !?C SiNtl@L1 

ConlraG ~eedCr 
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2. The cnve~age granted by this paragraph does not apply io '"bodily injury" or 
"property damage"' included within the "products-completed operations hazard". 

VendOf 

pnq person or organ+nation but only wikh respect to such person or organization's I+ability for 
"bodily injury" or "property damage" arising aut of "your products" which are distributed or 
sold in the regular course of such person or Qrganiza#fan's businsss, provided that: 

The coverage granted by this paragraph does not apply to: 
a. "bodily injury" or "property clarnage" far which such person or organization is 

obligated to pay damages by reason of the assumpfion of liability in a contrac# 
or agreement unless such liability axis#s in the at~sance of the contract ar 
agreement; 

b, any express warranty unauthorized by tY~e Named Insured; 
c. any physical ar chemical change in any product made in#entionally by such 

person or oiganizgtian; 
d. repackaging, exeept when unpacked solely for khe purpose of inspection, 

demanstra6on, #esbng, or the substitution of parts under instructions from the 
manufacturer, and then repackaged in the original ~pntainer; 

e. any failure to make any inspections, adjustments, tes#s or servicing tha# such 
person or organization has agreed to make nr normally undertakes tra mike in 
the usual course of business, in connection with the distribu#tan or sale of the 
products; 

f. demonstration, installation, servicing or repair aperatians, except such 
operations performed at such person or organization's premises in 
connection with the sale of a product, 

~, products which, after dislribution or sale by the Named Insured, have been 
labelled or relabelled or used as a container, part or ingredi~~t of any other 
thing car substance by or for such person or arganizatipn; ar 

h. "bodily injury" or "property damage" Arising out of the sale negligence of such 
person ar organiaatian for its own acts ar omissions r~r thus t~f its employees 
~r anyone else acting on iks behalf. However, this exclusion does not apply to: 

(1} the exceptions contained in Subparagraphs d. or f, above; or 
(2} such inspections, adjustments, tests or servicing as such person nr 

organization has agreed uwith the Named insured to make or normally 
undertakes to make in the usual course of business, in r,~nnection 
with the distribution or sale of the products. 

~. This Paragraph J. does not apply to any insured p~rsan or orgsnization, from whpm 
the Named Insured has acquired such products, nor to any ingredient, part or 
container, entering into, accompanying or containing such products. 

This Paragraph J. also dues not apply: 

s. to any vendor specifically sct~~eduled as are additiana! insured by endorsement 
to this Coverage Part; 

Contract Leadar 
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b. #o any of "your products" for which coverage is excluded by endorsement to 
this Coverage Part; nor 

c. +f "bodily injury" or "property damage" included within kh~ "products~complete~d 
operations hazard" is excluded by endorsement to this Coverage Part. 

K. other t~erson Dr t~rganizaiion /Your Work 

Any person or argarnzatiun who is not ~n additional insured under Paragraphs A. through 
J. above. Such additional insured is an Insured solely for "bodily injury", hproperty damage" 
or "personal and advertising injury" for which such additional insured is liable because of 
the Named insured's acts q~ prnissions. 

The coverage granted by this paragraph does rtat apply to any person or organ~zakion: 
1. who is specifically scheduled as an additional insured on another endo~sem~nt to this 
Coverage Part; nor 
2. fair "bodily injury" or "property damage" included within the "products-completed 
operations haz~r~l" except to the extent ail of tt~e foNowing apPN~ 

a. this Covorage Part provides such coverage; 
b. the written contract or agreement described in the opening paragraph of this 

Additional Insureds Endorsement requires the Named Insured io provide the 
additional insured such coverage; and 

c. the °b+pdily injury" or "property damage" results from °your work" that is the 
subject of the written contrast or agreement, and such work has ncrt been 
excluded by endorsement to this Coverage Part. 

ADDITIC1tVAL INSURED —PRIMARY AND NON-CONTRIBUT~?RY TC7 ADOITI~NAL 
INSUREQ'S INSURANCE 

A. The following paragraph is added to SECTION IV, COMMERCIAL GENERAL 
LIABILITY ~~NDITIONSe item ~ Other Insurance: 

If the h12~med Insured has agreed in writing in a contract or agreement that 
this insurance is primary ~,nd non-contributory relative to an addotiana~ 
ir~sured's own insurance, then this insurar►ce is primary, and the fnsur~r wiU 
not seek contribution from that other insurance. Far the purpose ~rf this 
provision, the additions! insured's own insurance means insurance on which 
tt~~ additions! insured is a Named Insured. 

B. Wikh respect to persons or arganizati4ns that qualify as addikional insureds 
pursuant to paragraph i.t~ of this endorsement, the following sentence is 
addad to the paragraph above: 

Otherwise, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary elsewhere in this Condition, 
the insurance provided to such person or arga~izatio~ is excess of any other 
insurance available to such person ar organization. 

All other terms ar~d conditions of this policy remain unchanged. 

if pt2iftfl R73 PAL I;tiS 

txsx .~:idf n:~i Uk 5xlned 

Con1laCt LeFxlef 
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~' ~, 

J~zuary 21, 2020 

Re: Bind Rides, Inc. (tlie "CoYupany") 

Ta tiVlioin It l~1ay Concern, 

Silicon galley Bank is providu~ this bank reference letter at the request of Bird Rides, Inc. 

Tlie Cniiapa~ay is ~ clieixt~ nfSilicon Vmlle}T Baiilt Ord lxt~.5 l.~ei~ ~ clietik sil~ce 1VI~y 201; . As of 
today, the Coin}~~z~y"s accounts ire, ~ncl live been, iii excellent st~ndi~~g with the Bazik. ~1s 
of today, tl~e Gainp~ny cantiziues to m~uitaixi a vei«y straiXg liquidity position with respect 
to its business operations ~iid leas Access to sulastantizxl cash b~lz~uces ~.i their deposit 
~ccouiits. 

Tl7e infoi~nation iu this letter is provided as a~i accaizuzzodation to the Comp~uiy. This 
letter ai7d ~tny iizfoirriatian provided iiz coiuiection w ith this letter are fiirnislied on the 
coiiditiontl~t they ~e sfirictly coiifideri~l, t21~t na liabilit}= or res~oirsibility wl~tsoever 
iii carniectiax~ with this letter shall att~clr tc~ khe Bank ar any of its af'fxliates or its ~r tY~eir 
z~especfii~~e directors, officexs, ex~zployees or exits, that: tlYis letter• makes i~a 
repres~iit~tioiis regai'Cjl.l~ ~ItP ~~17CTF11 CO11C~lt'iO11 O.~tI'1Q COIT1pR11y, its ~natiageiile~.lt of its 
fixture ability to meet its oblig~fiiaii, quid tli~t Rny infaimation provided is subject to c1lai~e 
w~itlzout notice. 

Should you liAve any questions, ~lea~e do not Hesitate to contact xzie nt or 
vii email at ~c~uach~svb.coxn. 

Sincerel ours 

1~i ~an Qu~cli 
RelatioTiship Advisor 
SiliGorr VHlle}~ B~Y~k 

200 Spectrum Center Drive, Suike 1420, Irvine, CA 92618 sub.com 
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Service Center Documentation 
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EP 2201 S HALSTED, LLC 
5301 Dempster Street 

Suite 300 
Skokie, Illinois 6 77 
312-a92~425 of#ice 

cell 
312-7b~ 2095 24 fours messages and emergencies 

tune 74, 202fl 

To Wham It May Concern: 

t 2~m a representative of EP 22415 Halsted, llC, as its Director of Asset Management, gird hides, Inc. has contacted me 
about leasing space at 22015 Halsted St., Chicago Il. tf Bird Rides, inc. begins operations in Chicago in 202U and uses the 
facility at 2201 S Halsted, this letter shall serve as far~dlord's written permission for Bird Rides to launch scooters from that 
location on the first day of the program, subject to all applicable law, rules and regulations. 

uavi~ A wrnte 
Director of Asset Management 
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~~)UN17A"I'[t)~i 
A s;x~~~ io A Eetiar ~utu~s 

June 24, 2020 
57 ~ VV. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 6{1 1-5701 
Phone, {312) X22-?2D0 
Fix: {~12} 922-7{739 
wws~v. saferfauttida#ian.org 
nr::saes"!=? t;CU 
Sht~ar 8. D4cksar~ 

c>i~~:€~ ~'~RS 

C:haes~r,r<r 
Cechy Misaarz 
E4h;fi r?r~at~cre; +ybs.r,3 

vow c>x~~~~, 
Alien K.~retar 
iSant~~ 4?~3:xga' 

l~~xs : taaFn;tt;p~ 
Ettvm iN. EronWsrg 
i2xvaeet :h (3~;~;atlamaer~~ 

Antlxx~yJ. Medunta 

Se~~~3'c;rr 
Amotd ~. Sarspel 
ANrKrK~y-r.?~-Iary 

E?IR~COAS 
lsanc Aktidg~ 
Cr+,^tFa: 
w~a~ s.. c~wgen+a~,, s:. 
4.~ {' '~IK~tS 

Ratvnrt Cu+i~nn 
t~ t~~~~~~~, x ~ au~:: ~:~; 
andan L... DuvenpoH 
kit~=c3ae.. A YLt9t'{:.~~!o tomG'~Y 

Ciro{stka Matra ~iGtavvro 
,.orr,~r~ ls:c 

i2dwrt M. ,tar<lart 

Jt~t~n i.~vu+ 
32t~;;-c^ ~TJC C;~r{voraibr 

Staver3 Yn. tJSa 

A +r a. ekc~o 
G?l .ecj^ N;t?u n CN:pA.'tme~t 

~t.1fiA S~IthOlA3 

N;c;~ ;t,is lui D+~iClibri 

Ronald C. Chvens 
i,'~,.:r~a: £: i.;ro: tits 8 ASs~x:` s 

Coy Pugh 
i2ewrd. l?~~t~d Mek:f~c.~tY:st btir~sier 

Kama 3ol8d¢ 

ANanrss StnmYt 
Y~~~3 .ir €rx 

Micah K. Swans~ey 
L:orsunn~ f'r~'esa:a~n;s. hs:; 

Dear City of Chicago Officials, 

Please accept this letter of support for Bird's e-scooter application to the City of 
Chicago's 2024 e-scooter pilot request for proposals. I want you to know that Bird 
has been a true partner to our ioca! community and the entire Safer Foundation 
family. I am grateful for the opportunity to have them more fully engaged with us 
in the Chicagt~ region, both in prauiding much needed mobility options #ar the 
community bu#also workforce opportunities to connect people to emplpyment. 

The Safer Foundation supports people with arrest &conviction records to 
become employed, iaw-abiding members of the community and, as a result, 
reduce recidivism. Last year, during the city of Chicago's 2019 e-scooter pilot 
program, Bird e-scooters provided our individuals with independent and fun 
transportation means. 

I Nape that Bird's commitment to coil~boratian, and their inherent value to 
organizations like Safer Foundation is well appreciated. I am very supportive of 
Bird's bid to continue its e-scooter service in the city of Chicago. 

If you have ar~y questir~ns, please da not hesitate to contact Isaac ("Ike"} 
Carothers, birector of Safe►'s ACE/SDSC program. 

A ur Bishop 

Chief Program Officer 

Safer Foundation 
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CHICAC3(J CO~KWt~RI4FORCE PARTNERSHIP vr+.o~wChiCookwork5~r~ 
s;.a~?,,~ ~ ;~`,~.~~ Amen a Jo1~Center ~~, s~:,. 

69 WEST WASNINGT~N ! SlJ1TE 286Q I CHiCAGL>. iLLiNOiS 60802 3 TEl 312 603-424Q i FAX 312 6fl3-993$?9930 

June 25, 2020 

C'hicaga Department oi' Business ACiairs 
Esau C)rdunn, Business Gn~isul.tant Super~~isc~r 
] 21 N. Lasalle St. 
Rooin #SOS 
C~'hicago, IL (i0G02 

RE: Support for f3irc~'s C-Scooter Pcnnit Proposal 

As the City of Chicago gathers proposals to selecC opE:rators for tl~e 2020 E-Scooter Share 
Pilot Program, The Chicago Cook Workforce Paa-tnersh p writes this letter in support of 
Bird's a~~plication. This procurement crates an opportunity for Bird to furly engage in the 
Chica~;a region, both in providing Y~~uch needed mobility options for the corl~inunity but 
also workforce opportunities tc~ connec:t people tc7 emplay~nent. 

The I'artiiersl7ip is the designated r~orkforce de~reloprnent ~dn~inistrative ag~lcy 'for the 
City of Chicago anti all of Cook County. As such we manage federal Workforce Innovation 
and Opportunity Act funds end regional programs including services for job seekers 
ranging from individualized career planning to occ~.ipational training and jab placement. 
tJur work. is performed through our univers~Ily accessible, inforuiatiot~-driven network o~ 
American Jpb Ce~aters, c~ele~ate agencies and training providers. One of t}te many services 
we }provide to c:rnployers is candidate ire:-sereenin~. 

1f Bird is selected as one of the shared mobility operators in Chicago we commit to 
collahoxating with them to ensure that a it City's untaE~ped talent is offered opportunities 
far en~tployinent, We are confident thaC Bird will contribute to our efforts to create ~ more 
equitable anti economically prc~sper~us commul~ity. 

Thank you for your time and consideration.. If: you have further questions, please feel free 
to contact me at 

Sincerely, 

DocuSiq~ed 6y: 

Kam:.,. M. Nai: •-Ruwre 
Karp ~~ig~en-Reaves 
Chief Executive Officer 




